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We wish to real eepeslial atteutiou of farmers to the following
lines of tweeds siditch i etenti to eel/ ar the lowest POO ;e pried .
karalitIlL to be Firg-uid)s.vniriieFertilater Vaheut Drille, taiseirgios,
Em ere Plain Who .t Drill., Phaeton...
tacky at heat, Dzille,
afealierry Wheat Dril le,
aloineetead Fertiliser's,
Model of Goo I Fertilizers.
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SERE WILLIAM'S IVIED PEITZ.
We moist cordially invite you to call on us.Most Pesile-,2tiii!ly
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High-Pressuro
Living charaeterizes these modern days.
The resea 114 a fearful Meows of Braila
and Heart Diseases —General De-
bility, Insomnia, Paralysis, and In-
sanity. chloral and Morphia augment
the eell. TtaI medicine best adapted
to do permanent good is Ayer's Sar-
saparilla. It purifies, enri,hes, and
vitalizes the 1,1...1. end thus strengthens
every function ' facie the body
" I have meet Ayer'n Saraaparilla, it
my family, for years. I have foand
Invaluable as
A Cure
for Nereons Debility cansed le- an in-
active liver and a low state of the blood."
—Henry Bacon, Xenia, Ohio.
"For some time I have been troubled
arida heart disease. I never found any-
thing to he/p me until I begin using
Ayer's Sareaparilla. I have only used
this medicine six month., but it has re-
lieved tne from my troti we, and enabled
me to resume work." — J. P. Carranstt,
Perry, III.
"1 hare been a practidn: physician
for over half a century, and during that
time I have nev,•r found so powerful
and reliable an alterative dine blood-




•••• Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
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Cures Gescanteel in Cases
undertaken.- or le• letter Oar see le-a-1.
• eneeteee, eai tare. Sivvisivive.• v. en :17 ....yr...mi.
PRIVATE COONSELOR
CI 12.10 rears, at., aNy scl4rosa, esr *sr. •
1.1 r• " .1 1. road Or all. A•1,1-••• •• • ••• 1.Clam beers trams -1. IL tog T. N. filaadays, 2 to Y. Y.
Bethel Female College.
Exclustvety for Yonne Ladles .
rhe •,••• ass sit `.1"111
ItiNDAY, AEIET 26. 1889
Dist ngutstird teachers It:e ..%1/1.11•?1, ar.J
Modern 'Atm:noires are added to the itteuIty
Nirs J .1. Itie.t. will preside. Mpeeisd arrvinge•
nients eisy made 'by ladles n..1 ....toweled
with eole-ge Vrtr winiission into lib. elisa.e,.
Nt ugly. Art. alAtielitatie., or the
St extern Frir iniTriiitt 11111 I o.
or a.i.trests l'resotent.
I. . Ilopairi•v•Ale.
Unrecedented tractinn1ovEa A MILLIoN 1.1*TRIBUTED.
Lowana StaU Try Comp
,
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arention irivel to orders from a disioseee.
lir. N. Tobla, of the fins of N Tobin & De., has just returned. from the Last %viler.. to
porch “ed a fu:I and otolleerts ea. of One woolen- tor Nprl ng Styles Parties 11.P I I If any-
thing In tipt due would du well to call •ee heir strs•a Defter's. pureha. Lig ,144ewher
 IIMIE-3 30 —
Prescription Drug Store,
r'ilER'S.*412‘As S a
Here you fiqd a pure ass.(,rtme'.t r 0-
BEST DRUGS
ineergoreted ay the Legislature In Deo, for
Educational Mild I 'Its ritable purposes, and Ito
franchise made a part or the present State
Comitit Main, in ICS, by an 0/ erwhelming
popular vote.
,taueloTH DRAWINGS take place
itend-AnnaaRy, tJune and December° and
Its GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
IN. +eke plane In each of throttler ten
months of the year, and are •Ildrawn in
public. at the Aetutelny Music.few or.
leant., La.
FAMED FOR TWEN fY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizett,
AM-Red as follows:
"We n.by eert Ity that 'We supers Me the
arransetuelito tor all the monthly and Send-
A hnual Ihnoringe of The I.misittne State 1,41-
tery Company, and in perle)II TIMIluge and
control the Drawings thetneelves, and that
the same are conducted with honesty. fair-
neas, and In wood faith toward pgrties, and
we authorize the Company to Ilea" this certifi-
cate, with fac-aimilee of our signatures at-
tached In its advertisements."
17110"4
Commissioners.
We he undersigned Ranks and Rankers
will ptiy all 'Prizes drawn in The Louisiana
Mate Lotteries which may be presented at
l
our eon:Mere.
R. N. Weeesevy, Preis. Louisiana Nat. lik.
1,ANAUX, Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. BALDWIN, Pres. New orieens Nat'l lik.
CA 121. Eons, Pres. Union National Bank.
to be had in this or any city. and prescriptions are corn- 1
pout.ded by Graduate Pharmacists. AlFo a full line of all I
. the hadirg
atent Ilfledicines.
kep hind. A re!upiete line of Toilet Articles andl
Stationery,
Pure Cid thisIdes, Fmk', and Domesti: Wines
for medical 'purposes :dways kept on hand.
CentratisTebacco...Warehouse,
Hopkir sville, H.ntucky,
. H. AB RNATKY, Prvprietcr.
Personal attention paid to sampling and selling tobacco.
South :-: Kentucky :-: College
HOPKIN3vit_L'F. ENTUCKY.
Eh. 2E5 12. co •co I r- t .e4 • 1_, mc 4--.t gas .
SP% Ter9 Begin Tuesday, Jaauary 21,1889.
First-c1a,, a, .intages offered in English, Sc'ence, An-
cient Languages, French, “erman, Slueic, Art, Telegraphy.
Short-hand, &,ok-keeping, r.l.pe-writing and Normal
Course.
Entire expenses of young ladies boarding at the college--
irregulv college classts--need not exceed *90 per term of
five months; for young men boarding with Prof. guyken-
dall more than $e7.'50 to $72.50. The business course—in
eluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Type-
writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and the
most reasonable terms will be extended—much less than a;
regular Commercial Colleges.
AN practical edncational wants can be met at South
...Kentucky College For (.:4talogues, Circulars and Informa-
tion, Address,
* JA,MES E. SCOBEY, President.
'or V.ifitirtDALL, Vice-President.
WK. H.,TreorneY. ED. TURNLEY.





We never speetiNo. directly or indirectly in tobacco. careful attention b, tl.e Interest of
env Customers and best pries, obtained. .kilvares made on Tobacco in Store. All Tobatte0oweees expense unless otherwise instructed In writing.
Grand Monthly Trawing,
At the Aeademy of Music, New orleans,
Tuesday, March II,
CAPITAL PRIZE $300 000.
100,20DTlekets at ill); Halves, $10: Quarters
Li; Tenth% $2; Twentieths $1.
• , LIST Of ?It I dItS.
I PRIZE OF rliel.011U .
1 " Of II2M221 IS-
1 " of 50,011e ie
I " or 2.5$11.10 is
2 I'llIZE.14 of ht,tio are
5 •• of 5.iinn are
26 . or Leto ere
1119 " of 501 are.
Me are 
500 " of :30 are .
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
Re Prizes $500 /t re .. $ 50,100
100 " ef flUe ore 310.001..1
140 " 20h are    10,000
TICRIIIINAL PRIZES.
00P " 1110 are . .











:hitt Prizes. amounting to $1,141,a00
NoTe.—Tlekets drawing Capitol Prizes are
not entitled to terminal Prizee.
AGENTS WANTED.
—nr-F0111 (1.1's RATES, or ow. further In-
foriu.it Iota desired. write legibly to the under-
aligned, eleerly stating your residelire, with
sttate. CIN'titY. street and Number. More
rapid return mail delis ery will be assured tw
your elielOollig MO Envelope tJearing your full
address,
IIIIPORTA1'. T.
Address M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington. D.C.
By ordinary letter, emitaiding Money Order
Issued by all F.xpreas COM le11, New York
Exchange, Draft or Photo, Note.
A DI,R EMI REI/IsTERED LETTERS I ONTAIIS-
11•1(1 CV Itilltrtt• Y TO
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"REMEM!'" • Ihe payment of Prises
rit.ABAN Eol'tt NATIONAL
RANKS of New Orleans, to-tt *hoTielreta•re
-.hoed by the President f an itotention,
whom; charteree rights ...re rec ,i(niZed in the
higlie,4 rem's; therefore, he ....rod all India-
nous anonymot -chem. ''
ONE otyLLAR Is the price of the s•nta)leit
part or frartion of a Ticket ISSUED BY I'S
n too Drawing. Anything In our name of-
erred tor less than a Dollar IP swindle.
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Of Kentucky University, LEXINGTON, U.
▪ W. Corner MAIN and UPPER ateems.
opposite Court He
WILBUR R. SMITH. lomit4gigrre,
tr Cbespest. fleet and jh nes Irsaiset.
0„,„, • • ....hest tee Cle11
111.4.4 .54 ••• 11 •rld'e Espooltless, tot
P•sSess Sools.1: 1.. Itssidoses
1,90.401ess. "1.-n-n, ....14,tv iv. rot*, 4rne • Ilvf 1.g •Vnr.
si 4.4 he, • otos* (armload.
Evavklis•no Tsaelo r. ,enrvi • • I r•iviti,,11 ,.1. P•vv,vin•hin 0,6.1,1+4
▪ 11.,"•••1.sialr &spa.* 1.••••'.
1..eter, 11 no, p• •••••• - reeeeeleatal..., •te
Oast a Tall Itleelsovetet'erfeme• I Mafia, ,111'.11.11,•1....sry• •••• 1 1. • CM. 11 1,...1-Hoss4. Tres.
w osier ale4 ••• •aeleIalelee h•ee taeeial,„..„ 4 .„ , ,04 ... r dte
Coster lvvi.mr<vivo .••• 1...vett • vi.fr P•lorls••I ••••••lored.
g:FlIen.hesr, 40..461 .11•.• AI Pos.% c..1.1. • MR crrs.m.
er•s A rIt.metle as1 Tve,•••••In weer. tea, eater r*sbssIls.
wile,- .esr 4.• ors,1 n1 ,bt 0";1r,,,• • I. ••••• per.use.. r• vsnr,....• ems •••• ',IV, UniV-vigi4 nee-
=I., • elivive, Sall r ,..•• so...1 ,11111e•I'sfs No•P VOW• • . 141. err,. elfeealaem
woos MILRIM III. 11111TH. Tr.* I. Lesissgtoss.
A PIONEER SCHOOL
The Perils of an Early Peda-
gogue.
PR ENT4CE MULFORD'S NOTE BOON
Teaching the Young Idea• While In Dan- '
ger of Being shnt—isow I Knocked Out
English Grammar — Vulgar l'ractionti
Prohibited.
I Cer,yrightettl ISM by the Author ]
XL
WAS not confident of
my ability to teach
even a "common
school" when the situation was offered
me in a little Tuolumne county mining
camp. I said so to my old friend, Pete
IL, who had secured me the position.
-Well," said he. after a reflective pause,
"do you retain a clear recollection of the
twenty-six letters of the alphabet? For,
if you do, you are equal to aro' educa-
tional demand this camp will make on
YOn."
It was a reckless "camp." No phaedi
of life was viewed or treated seriously.
They did-walk their horses to the grave
slowly at a funeral, but how they did
race back!
It was legally necessary, however, that
should be examined as to my ability by
the school trustees. These were Dr. D.,
Bill K., a saloon keeper, and Tona J., a
miner. I met them in the justice's office.
The doctor was an important appearing
man, proud, pompous, well dressed and
spectacled. lie glared at me with an ex-
pression betwixt sadness' and seventy. I
saw he wits to be the chief inquisitor. I
expected from him a searching examina-
tion, and trembled: it was years since I
had seen a school book. I knew that in
geography I was rusty and in mathe-
matics musty.
Before the doctor lay one thin book.
It turned out to be a spelling book. The
doctor opened it, glared on me leisurely,
and finally said: -Spell cat." I did so.
''Soell hat." I spelled. "Rat." said the
doctor, with a look of explosive fierce-
ness. and in a tone an octave higher. I
spelled, and then remarked: "But, doc-
tor, you surely must know that I can
spell words of one syllable?" "I don't,"
he shouted. and propounded ••mat" for
me to spell. with an increase of energy
in his voice. and so went on until I had
so spelled long enough to amuse him and
the other two trustee triflers. Then he
shut the book, saying: "Young man,
you'll do for our camp. I wouldn't teach
that school for $S,000 a year; and there
are two boys you'll hare for scholars
that I advise you to kill, if possible, the
first week. Let's all go over and take a
drink."
afy echool house was the chureh, built
and paid for partly by the gamblers and
partly by the good people of Jimtown-
"for the use of all seats" on Sundays,
for educational purposes on week days.
I was shut up in that little church six
hours a day with sixty children and
youths, ranging- front 4 to 18 years of
age.. In summer it was a fiercely hot
little church. The mercury- was always
near 90 by noon, and sometimes over
100. and you could at times hear the
shingles split and crack on the roof of
the cathedral. A few years of interior
California summers' suns will turn un-
painted boards and shingles almost as
black as charcoal.
The majority of my pupils' parents
being from New England and North
America. they brought and carried into
effect all their North American ideas of
education. The California summer heat
is, I think, unfit for educational pur-
poses. It is too hot to herd sixty rest-
less children together six hours a day.
They proved thia in several cases. Some
fell sick suddenly. Some fainted. But
this made no difference. The school
went on in all its misery. I sent a faint-
ing child home one day, and the father
returned with it an hour afterward. Ile
was fierce, and said he wanted his child
kept in school when he sent it to schooL
This was in California's early days.
My scholars were the children. of the
Argonauts, and in some cases had come
out with them. There was then no regu-
lar system of text books. Publishers
had not commenced making fortunes; by
getting out a new school book system
every three years.
My scholars came. bringing a great
variety of 'school books. They brought
ePike's Arithmetic," which had come
over the plains. and "Smith's Geogra-
phy," u hich had *sailed around Cape
Horn. Seldom were two alike. But the
greatest variety lay in grammars.
There was a regular museum of English
grammars, whose authors fought each
ether with (afferent rules and calleel the
various parts of speech by different
names. I accounted for the great vari-
ety of grammars on the supposition that
it is or was the ambition of a large pro-
portion of schoolmasters to write a work
on grammar before they died and say:
"I have left another grammar to bless
mid co n f use posterit y."
Besides bringing grammars, most of
the boys brought dogs. Dogs of many
breeds and aizes hovered around the
school house. They wanted frequently
to come in, and did often come in, to
sneak under the seats and lay themselves
at their misters' feet. I bad frequentty
to kick or order them out, and I nuticed
that when:wer a dog was chased out he
svould take the longest road to get out.
and under as many seats as possible. in
order to reveive as many kicks as possi-
ble from the youthful owners of the
otIhecroud
1%.14not so organize a battalion Os
ten different grammars as to act in con-
cert or, my grammar class of twenty pu-
pils. So I put them all on the retired
list, and tried to teach thisso ealled -sci-
ence" orally. I chalked the rules on the
blackboard, ns well as the names of the
different parts of speech I made my
scholars commit these to memory, stand-
ing, although I will not argue that mem-
ory takes any stronger grip on a thing
while the pupil stands. At last I taught
a few with good memories to "parse."
I worked hard with that grammar class,
and was very proud of their profIciency
until I found that after months of this
drilling they neither spoke nor wrote any
better English than before.
However. I lost nothing by this ex-
perience, for it helped me to the convic-
tion that I have held to ever since, that
the entire grammar system anti method
does very little to make one habitually
use correct language. and that a taste for
reading and constant amociation with
conect English speaking people does a
great deal. As for spending time in
"parsing," I think it would be better to
WIC that force in learning the boy to shoe
horses and the girl to make bread, or let
the girl shoe the horses if she wants to
and the boy make the bread.
The labor of teaching tbo alphabet to
ten infants, calling them up once an
hour "to say their letters," is, in my
estimation, greater than that of swing-
ing a pick in the surface gold "diggings."
I have tried both, and infinitely prefer
the pick. It is not so much work when
you are employed with them as when
you are occupied with the other pupils.
Then these poor little alphabetical
cherubs can do nothing but squirm on
their low benchee, catch flies, pinch each
 traM=MelnIMMEMileM111111=111•Helens-
other, make and project spit balls and
hold up their hands for another drink of
water. I could not let theha out of doors
to Play in the sand, where they should
hare been, because the Nairth American
parent would have contfared himself
.1.1 defrauded of a part af his infant's
schooling were they not amprisoneti the
whole 10X hours.
Neither can you set a Child to studying
A or 31 or any other letter. There is not
an idea in A or B. During llie two years
of my administration I wrought with
one child who never could get success-
fully beyond le Her parents questioned
my ability ak a teacher. Some days she
would repeat the whole alphabet cor-
rectly. I would go hocee with a load off
my mind. The neat day her mind would
relupse into an 111111abetical blank after
F. She grew to be ati eyesore to me.
The sight of her at last made me sick.
I lead public examinations every six
months, and was careful to do all the
examining myself. An interloper among
the audience I invited did me great dam--
age on one of these memorized perform-
ances by asking a simple arithmetical
question of the show off geographical
boy. The urchin was brilliant in dealing
with boundary linos, capes and isLands,
but his head was one that mathematics
could not readily be injected into. On
the other hand, inyemecimen grammar-
ian was as likely toxlescribe an island as
a body of land suirounded—by land as
by water. I had rt to find fault
with this poor urchin who,
when in class, was always trying to
stand on one leg, like a crane, and send-',
ing his right big toe on exploring scratch-
ing expeditions up his left trouser. He
had been born and brought up in an in-
land country, where no body of water
was to be seen save an occasional fleeting
mud puddle: and what earthly concep-
tion could lie form of the ocean and its
islands?
But the parents who attended these
exhibitions of stuffed memories were
struck at the proficiency of the progeny,
and retired with the impression that
their children knew a great deal because
they had parroted off sa much that wads
all Greek to them: and after I had been
in this occupation a year 1 would sit in
my empty theological school house when
they had gone and try and convict my-
self as a profound humbug, and one,
too, compelled, in order to get a living,
to encourage and foster a system which
had so much humbug in it.
The California schools were not then
"graded." They were conducted on the
"go as you please" plan, sometimes go-
ing as the teachers pleased, sometimes
as the parents pleased, sometimes as the
pupils pleased. The parents of the youth-
ful brains I was trying to develop into
future statesmen and presidents wanted
me to teach many things. One father
wished his son taught Latin. It is bring-
ing extremes pretty near each other to
teach Latin and A B C's. But I "taught"
the young man Latin as I was "taught"
many things at schooL I started him
committing to memory the Latin declen-
sions duel conjugations, and then heard
himt "say his lesson." If he got any-
thing out of it I don't know what it was,
except tough' work. He never reached
any translations of the classics, for sev-
eral reasons.
Another father was annoyed because
I exercised his son matheinatically in
what, in those days, were called ••vulgar
fractimee." "I don't want," said he, "Lay
son to have anything to do with frac-
tions, anyway. They're no use in biz-
news. Ennything over half a cent we
call a cent on the books, anti ennything
under it we don't call nothin'. But I
want Thomas to be well grounded in
'tare and tret.'"
So I grounded Thomas in "tare and
tret" Ile grew up, took to evil ways,
and was hung by a vigilance committee
aotneweiere in Southern California. A
boy who stammered very badly was sent
me. I was expected to cure him. Five
or six of iny pupils were Mexicans, and
spoke very little English.
One of my hardest trials was a great,
stout, boy. so full of vitality that he could
sot remain quiet at his desk. I could
not blame him. He had force enough
inside of him to run a steam engine. It
would hare vent in some direction. But
it would not expend itself in "learning
lessons." He would work his books into
a mass of dog's ears. His writing book
was ever in mourning with ink stains.
Eis face was generally inky. His ink-
stand was generally upset He would
bold a pen as be would a pitchfork. He
seemed also to give out his vitality when
he came to school and infect all the oth-
ers with it. He was not a regular scholar.
He was sent only when it was an -off
day" on his father's "ranch." In the
scholastic sense he learned nothing.
But that boy at the age of 15 would
drive his father's two horse wagon,
loaded with fruit and vegetables, 150
miles from California to Nevada over the
rough mountain roads of the Sierras, sell
the produce to the silver miners of Aurora
and adjacent camps, and return safely
home. Ile was obliged in places to camp
out at night, cook for himself, look out
for his stock, repair harness or wagon
and keep an eye out for skulking Indians,
who, if not "hostile," were not saints.
When it came to using the hand and the
head together he had in him "go,"
"gumption" and executive ability, and
none of my "teaching" put it where it
was in him either. He may have grown
up "unpolished," but he is one of the
kind who are at this moment hiring
polished and scholarly men to do work
for them on very small wages.
I do not despise "polish" and "cult-
ure," but is there nut an education now
necessary which shall give the child
some clearer idea of the manner in which
it must cope with the world in a few
years? The land today is full of "culture"
at ten dollars a week. Culture gives
polish to the blade. But it is not the
process which makes the hard. well tem-
pered steak
The ••smartest" boy in my school gave
me even more trouble than theson of the
rancher. He could commit to memory
as much in ten minutes as the others
could in an hour. and the balance of the
time he was working off the Satanism
with which he wast tilled. His memory
was an omnivorous maw. It would take
in anything and everything with the
smallest amouut of application. It would
have required two-thirds of my time to
feed this voracious and mischievous lit-
tle monster with books for his memory
to devour.
But he was not the boy to drive a team
through a wild country and dispose of
the load in Nevada, though he could on
such a trip have committed to memory
several hundred words per day on any
subject, whether he understood it or not.
My young lady pupils also gave me a
great deal of trouble. They were very
independent. and for this reason: Girls.
even of 15, were very scarce then in the
mines: so were woueen of any marriage-
able age. There were ten men to one
woman. The result was that anything
humanly feminine was very valuable.
much sought after and made much of
by men of all ages. My gals of 15, as to
life and emaciation. were grown up wo-
men. Young mine: s and middle aged,
semi-bald headed miners, who did not
realize how many of their years had
elippcd away since they came out from
the ••States," took these girls to balls and
whirled them by night over the dusty
roads of Tuolumne county in dusty bug-
gies.
It was diftleult for one lone man, and
he only a schoolmaster, to enferce dis-
cipline with these prem:aurely matured
children, who had an overage of two
chances a month to m arry, and who
felt like any other WOILIt in their power
and influence with the other sex. Half
of them did have a prospective husband
in 11101110 brawny pack slin ger, who neves
went abroad without a battery of port-
able small artilleay slung at his waist.
and who was half jealous, half envious
of the echoolinast er (05 what he consid-
ered the privilegt, of bemg in the saine
reen with his tuturo wife six hours a
day
oue needs to live a coulter:. where
there is a dearth ef women to realize
these situations When tuy 'school wee
tierniewed at 4 o'clock p. in., all the un-
employed chise try of "J ne .1118,SSeti
1, the moot eo riper at t ae Union
attioen tu ace is traveled bevy of Ca-a•
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fornia rosebuds pass on their way home.' PEN DLE ION'S SEAT STOLEN.
The Bella Union, by the way, was only •
few ards f tl 11 Orn le c lure Extremes
got very close together in these alining
camps. But the frequenters of the Bella
Union. who gambled all night on 11/ 41
arid green baize of the monte table. had
more than half paid for that church,
and I infer, wanted it in sight ISO that no
other persua.sion should run off with it.
I was glad when these girls got married
and entered another school of life,where
I knew within a year's time they were
likely to hare a master.
was once e barred out" at the close of
a summer term. This was a fashion im-
ported from the extreme southwestern
part of what some call "our beloved
Union." Returning from dinner I found
the doors and windows of the university
closed against me. I parleyed at one of
the windows a few feet from the ground.
I was met by a delegation et the two
biggest boys. They informed me I could
get in by coming out with a disburse-
ment of V.50, to treat tbe scbool to nuts,
candies and cakes. I did not accede,
smashed the window and went in. Most
of the undergraduates went suddenly
out, I clinched with the biggest boy.
The other, like a coward, ran away. The
two together could easily have mastered
me. Order was restored. The mutiny
did not hang well together. It was not
a good "combine." The northern bred
scholars did not mate understand this
move, and did not really enter heartily
into it. Their backing had been forced
by the two big boys, and eherefore had
not good stuff in it.
The big boy had a cut face. So had L
His still bigger brother met me a few
days after and wanted to pick a quar-
rel with me about the affair. A quarrel
with his class always lay within easy ap-
proach of knife or pistol. Besides, I was
a Yankee. Hs wee a Texan. And this
was in 1852, when the two sections in
California wete neighbors, but not very
warm friends. sad about equal in num-
bers. PRENTICE MULFORD.
Itucklen's A rr
The Best Salve in the world for
'uts, Bruises, SOUP, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, 'fetter,
'flapped Handr, Wain's, Corns
and all Skin Eruptions. anti positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price a5
eente per box. For Kale by H. B.
Garner.
PAID THE PENALTY.
TI as O'Brien Hanged for t he Mur-
der ot• His Wife.
LEXINOTON, KV., Feb. Lea—Thom-
as O'Brien wail executed at noon yes-
terday for the murder of Bettie Shea.
He never weakened for an instant
and died protesting his Innocence.
In fourteen minutes lie was declared
dead. His neck was dislocated by
the fall. The crime for which Thom'
as O'Brien, Jr., was hanged was the
murder of his wife and her unbern
babe on the niglit of March 31, 1Sh9.
O'Brien was years of age ausi.Lor
several years hie chief occupation
had been gambling, although at times'
he conducted a grocery and on nue
occasion hail charge of a variety
show. Thie was about a year before
him wife was killed. One night while
iu this business be shot and killed
young Henry Metcalf, but tor that
killing lie was acquitted. Shortly af-
ter being adjudged free he tuet Bettie
Shea, a beautiful girl about 23 years
old. She was employed as a domes-
tic in the family of Mr. John S.
Woolfolk. He pereuaded the girl to
marry him clandestinely. They went
to Cincinnati and were metaled under
atiounied names. He continued to
visit her as usual after their return
to Lexington. In the meantime
O'Brien was engaged to marry Miss
Mattis. Loughlin, who lived in Rich-
mond, Ind., and at the 'same time was
intimate with a falleu woman named
Lizzie A datum, a till hom lie spent
much time. During March It be-
came evident to Bettie Shea
that the time was fast approach
ing when her marriage must be made
public. She besought O'Brien to
meet her aud acknowledge r as his
wife before the world, but he put her
off mi sonar isrets :t or other. The
time he had set to marry Miss Lough-
lin wae drawing near. He was also
deeply attached to the Adams woman.
On the morning of April 1 last the
body of Bettie Shea. clad in her night
clothes, was discovered lying in her
room by M rs. Woolfolk'a old colored
eook. She had been beaten to death
with a heavy piece of lead which was
afterwards found at the house of Liz-
zie Adams, where O'Brien was ar-
rested. All through his trials O'Brien
maintai tied a otol id II ere iice. The
eircunietances pointed to hini eo
strongly that neither the Court of
Appeals nor the United States Sup-
reme Court would grant a writ of
error.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: • "Oweu's I'ink
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
-.Menne front diarrlora and a: muter
complaint.
Don't You Wish
That the Hopkinsville gas counpsey
wetild light the 'streets neconling to
the provieions of its coutraet with
the city? •
That the }fork in ev i Ile gas company
would furnish a better quality of
light ?
That the eity council would see
that the people are not imposed upon
by the Hopkinsville gas company ?
That the man who ix practicing on
a cornet would retell the grip or break
his instrument?
That the L. & N. railroad company
would respect the erdinanee forbid-
ding them to block the et mete Luger
than eight minutes?
That a cross d would not aasemble
at the foot of the opera house istepe
to impede the passage other:4?
That men a ho have acrumulated
fortunes in Hopkinsville would :stop
grumbling about the "town being
deter."'
That these same men would show a
'Opposition to encourage local enter-
prises and foster home industries?
That these same altered patriots
would uot oppose public measures
beeauste they eonnict with their own
private schemes?
That the rain would cease for a few
days?
'that there a-ere no loose brick in
the eidewalks to squirt dirty water
up your pante and over your poliehed
shoes?
That you had the umbrella you lent
to a friend the other day ?
That the city had never nettle such
a Paula(' contract with the gas com-
pany ?
That the gas eompany would com-
ply with its part of the coutract
faithfully as the city has done?
That Mr. McKenzie and his "effi-
cient" assistants would not put other
people's papers and letters in your
box ?
That they would put your own pa-
pers and your own letters in your
own box and not wait three weeks be-
fore doing it?
Another Dentovrat Deprived air Ma
beat by the Iteputascat, cosmos-tow.
West' 'mows, D. C., Fell.
Pendleton, of Weet V irginin, was
evicted fr, lila seat in the House
yesterday. The proceeding imuiedi-
ately resulting in his eviction was
not part icipated in hy &quorum, as re-
vealed by a roll cell. Pendleton is a
little fellow who suceeeded iti tusking
himself obnoxious; to his own party
friends. Ile taought that by prac-
ticing abjeet syeophaticy with the
Republican's I.e eould 1,tain his
seat. He discovered, when toti late,
thet the Bepublicees despise Nyco-
plianey and don Far-deal ug jii-t about
&stimuli as i Is ,iilocrate. But there
is no doubt That Pendleton had a good
title to ais seat, and, notwithstanding
his unpleaeant perstonal diameter's-
tics, all the Democrats sustained him.
It came out toward the end of the
moek trial that the Republican con-
epiraey to deprive him of his seat was
complete. The Secretary of Agriaul-
tune refused to honor Pendleton's
draft for seeds and other attributes of
!agriculture that, according to law,
are at the disposal of Congressmen.
The law is clear that the Congress-
men are entitled to distribute the
seeds, and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture had no right to take the fact that
Pendleton's seat woe contested into
consideration. But, no doubt, ou the
advice of the Republican bosses,
Jerry Rusk concluded to outrage law
and precedent, anti he saved all the
seeds at the disposal of the Congress-
man of the First West Virginia Dis-
trict for Atkinson. The Seargent-at-
Arms of the House also disposed of
Pendleton's seat in the House two
weeks ago He assigned it to a friend
of his, but the deal fell through, as
Wilson, of Missouri, who had a poor
seat, changed seats with Pendleton
last night. It is foolish, however, to
go into the merits of any of three
eases. The Republican caucus has
decided that eleven of the seventeen
contested Democrats will have to go.
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Piuk Mixture' to cure
my child of summer complaint when
all other remediets had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
sitv
Board of Agriculture—Farmers' In-
stitute.
(Ry V. M Metcalf, Wi'mthy Lecturer for the
Kentucky State Grange.,
.4h-all we have them in Kentucky
is the question? I answer, emphati-
cully, yea, by all means, let us have
something thatk-wlll give relief to the
farmers. They are the largest tax
payer's in the State, Every other
bueiness in the State is dependent on
them for prosperity and success. So,
in order to have better times, let us
commence at the right end and plow
the row straight through. The farm-
ers' organizatiouse already in the
eoentree have begun the work. A
few hot-headed, indiscreet men desire
to establish all kinds of work shops,
stores, berate and factories, thinklug
thereby to bring speedy relief, en-
abling them to buy elle&
sell fur more. But thi e,
for capital is against you; you excite
their animosity and it is an_ up-istil-
business to fight money. Again, it Is
absurd to think of those who have
no experience, and but little money,
going into the marts of trade and
competing with those aim bave abuu-
dance of both. Of coursie there are
:are exceptions when a store or shop
can be started profitably, This migbt
be done when sufficient experience
aud capital can be brought togetber
for good profit; but remember it is
money and speculation that make
millions--not work.
Partnere fiught, however, to (aim-
blue together ao buy together, sell to-
gether and act together, so as to pro-
tect themselves from unjust exactions
of other classes. There is nothlog
wrong in this; but there is a question
back of this, to my mind, that will
solve the whole matter. It is educa-
tion of the common people. It may,
and will, take years to accomplish
much good, but when it is done per-
manent prosperity and stabillty will
be attained iu our country
While it is a question of doubt in
the minds of many as to the advisa-
bility of State educatioe in the higher
branches, yet I have never seen the
man who doubted the propriety of
State aid in (enflame school educa-
tion. We have teachers' institutes
and uormal institutea for the purpose
of perfecting teachers and making
them better; and jive euch a school
we want for the fa' er—taught by
practical farmers or those who have
mede fanning in all its branches a
life study. We a ant these schools
under the control of a board of agri-
culture compoeed of practical men,
who are able to enlighten the coin-
uuon farmer bow he can make more
and better produee at less cost, leeisen
labor and brighten home.
We have an Agricultural College
anti Exoerimental Station supported
by an annual taxation of over 450,000
of the peoples' money. We are hot
getting the returns (rota this expen-
diture that we should. I ould
not detract from them for they
are doing a grand and good Work.
We waist them made more ueeful by
having all the light thrown upou the
science of farming they can ; but they
are educating boys. We want men
telut toed, who are now doing the
work. Then let us have their work
trunelated and brought to the com-
mon people so they a-ill be benefited.
By all Means let us have tht trav-
eliug schools for the farmer, aud thus
likes our land by educating our peo-
ple. Other States, especially \Vie-
eonsin and Ohio, have succeeded
grandly .11 this work and are building
iie the farm interest. We can do the
ratite. Let us see.—Farteers Home
Journal.
Hawes Hanged.
BIKMINOHAM, Mar. La-The great-
est eriminal sensate', in the history
of this city ended yeeterday at 12:5S,
when the drop fell and Hick Hawes,
who murdered his wife and two chil-
dren, died on the gallows. The cur-
tain went down on the last act of a
tragedy in real life in which fifteen
people lost their lives and others were
maimed for life. Hawes met death
with the sanie stoical indifference
which he has maintained since his ar-
rest. Not a :Jimmie of his face chang-
ed as the noose was placed about his
neck and his voice betrayed no trace
of emotion of any kind.
The drop fell at 12:5S. His neck
was broken and he o as pronounced
dead in seven and a half minutes. Iu
fourteen minutes his body was cut
down and removed to one of the
small rooms at the front of the new
jail, where none but physicians were
allowed to see it.
I Pembroke Items.PestisitoeE, MY., March 1.—Mrs. A.
P. Campbell, of Hopkinsville, who
has been visiting relatives here, re-
turned to her home Wednetsday, ac-
companied by Mrs. A. J. Smith.
Mrs. F. B. Richardson and Mimi
' Grace Bennett returned from Clarks-
ville Friday night.
Miss Otlis Dickitiown, of Trenton, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs John itron-
augh.
Dr. J. IC Paine 'spent several days
this week in Madisonville.
Rev. A. C. Caprieon visited Rev. S.
P. Porgy Thum/hey
Misses Blanche O'Brien and May
, Greene, of Clarksville, spent Wed-
nesday with Mrs. T. D. Jameson
Mr. F. S. Johnson, of Louisville,
visited friends uear here Saturday
and Sunday.
Miss Lizzie Bronough has been quite
sick, but is improving.
Miss Fannie Garrett w it eo to Hop-
kinsville Saturday to epeuu a week
with friends.
There will be servicies at the Chris-
tian Church Sunday at 11 o'clock,
cianducted by the pastor.
Mrs. J. P. Fruit, of Russellville, was
in town last Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Jenoie Peay visited friends in
Casky Saturday.
Born—to the wife of B. M. Trabue
on Feb. 22, a fine boy.
Miss Nannie Dudley, who her been
attending school at Beech Croft,
Tenn., came home Thursday on ac-
count of a protracted illness. She
will return to school as soon as her
health will admit.
The dwelling on Mr. Jobn Bros-
augh's place near here was destroyed
by fire this afternoon. None of the
particulars are known. The house
was inhabited by a family of negroes.
The young people here made up a
party and attended the minstrels at
Trenton last night. The party consist-
ed of Mrs.F. B.Richardson,Miss Grace
Bennett, Miss Jennie Richardson,
Miss Olis Dickenson, Miss Lizzie
Morrison, Miss Jennie Peay, and
Meesrs. F. B. Richardson, R. Y. Pen-
dleton, Jr., Gus Taudy, Walter Rad-
ford, C. B. Russell and Will Jones.
Had You Heard
That Hopkinsville will have a Rail-
road even If the Court of Appeals de-
cision is against the validity of the
0. V. bonds?
That Dick Holland has the most
premising two-year-old Mt ID this
end of the state?
That Hanson Penn Diltz's publish-
ers are highly pleased at the flatter-
ing reception of his latest work ?
That many of the Hopkinsville
girls are deeply absorbed in the study
of Civil Government and Political
Economy?
That Forbes Bros. aud Bush had
made a fortunate investment in Hop-
kiusville real estate?
That the man who owns property
Hopkinsville is fortunate?
That John C. Latham still takes an
abiding interest in his native city?
That the new police force is not
near so bad as it might have been?
That the Garner Drug Company is
going to do a good business?
That the electric light plant for Oa
asylum will soon be in operation?
That Beech & Bowers' minstrels
have a date for this month?
That Wyly & Lurnett have recently
reeeived the handsomest soda fount
ever erected in Hopkinsville!
That there is some talk of organ-
izing a stock company to succeed the
the Metcalfe Manufaoluring Com-
pany?
That it will prove a paying invest-
ment if the plan fit carried into effect ?
Young Johnson, 8. & B. R. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
bounce `Owee's Pink Mixture' the
best for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
A luad et Cigarette&
I have not yet seen a single cigar ex-
cept my own. All smoke cigarettes.
The result is, I am forced when talking
to any one to avoid his breath as much as
possible. The smoke from the cigarette
is inhaled and makes the lungs fetid and
must injure health. May not this to
some ertent increase the dread disease
consumption, which I am told is rath=
common in this land? At the hotels
meals are served in the rooms with uo
addition to the cost, and judging from
the tea trays being carried along the
corridors of this hotel I would think that
all of its large population take their
morning meals and late suppers in the
private rooms. Indeed, the manager, to
whom I complained that I could not
find anything ready in the restaurant
until nearly 9, informed me he would
rather I would take the early meal in
my room, and that it could be had as
early as 7. The peopte here are very
late risers. Twilight lasts till nearly 10.
The people retire very late and shops are
all closed till after 9 in the morning.
To nibble at eomething seems to be a
human characteristic; erery country has
its particular nibble. In America the boys
eat peanuts and the ginie chew gum. In
Japan they eat a small weed, I now forget
what, In China arid India they chew
sugarcane. In Siam, Burnish and
southern India and Ceylon, betel nuts.
In Egypt and Turkey, pumpkin seeds.
In Greece, watermelon seeds. Here
every one cracks etunflower seed. In the
street cars, at the gardens, and eking the
streets people are seen eating this seed,
ancrat every corner women and boys are
selling them.—Carter liarrison'e Moscow
Letter in Chicago Mail.
Tim Beggars of Hmisitis.
An illustration of the results of indis-
criminate charity is furnished by facts
reported from Rumia. It seems that
whole villages have resolved themselves
into orders of mendicants. They day at
home until tbey have reaped tbeir har-
vests, and then all start out on a begging
tour. They are dicided systematically
into guides of ten to twenty persons each.
These scatter here and there, begging
through the towns, ant gather at stated
intervals to divide their gains and con-
sult further operations. The women take
along their children it° excite pity, and
the old itraw attention to their decrepti-
tude. The cash return' are said to be ex-
ceedingly large, and from the bread
gathered they not only teed themselves,
but fatten their horses. In this manner
several months of each year are 'pent.
The moral results of this sort of life are,
of course, lamentable. Everydrace at
self respect goes, and a degeneracy of
sentiment is created th&Oobrateratee char-
acter, ambition and honor. This is true
of. all mendicancy, under, au cirourn-
11811k001.-4100eDIMMerat
Tbe Loewe, to Algiers.
This year the sirocco, that wedge hot
wave of the desert, swept over Algiere
with unusual fierceness, chazged with
the sand of the great Sahara, aod with
millions and of locusts. In •
few days the whole oountry was covered
with these pests. Their rarages are ter-
rible. The cattle, of which the colony
contained sixteen millions, are dying for
want of nourishment, and a famine b
threatening the Eoropetua coloniets. The
government empioys thousands of no-
de's and all the-available troops in a 'ro-
tenone effort to destroy the voracious
little insects. —Philadelphia Times.
A trial of the Durham Cigar will
°olivine. you that it is the best in
the market. For sale by all dealers.
Hip Disease Bald to Have Been Cared
by Prayer and Faith.
SEDALIA, MO., Mara 3 —Much
excitement has been caused here i,y
the receipt of the newe that II les
Mary licydstm. inte,lagent young
lady of this city, about = years of
age, who for three years past has
suffered from a supporad hopeless
case of hip disease, occasioned by a
fall, whereby oue leg was paralysed
and rnade two ioches shorter than
the °then, has beeu instantaneously
restored to perfect health and activity
and her limbs made the same length
by prayer aud faith at the Interna-
tional Surgical Institute at Indianap-
olis. She writes to her astouistird
relatives that she is completely re-
stored, and her story is authenticated
by officials of the institution wbere
she is. For three years she had not
been off ber bed. She is expected
home in a few days. Some doubt the
mtruirtsch (lief. it here; others believe it a
The Reparavon 1 woke.,
It is about settled-that Dr. Liiiard
will make the tato. fur ! -aestoor • 41 the
Republican ticket. Although the
city was carried for McDaniel by a
handsome majority in the Republi-
can primary of tsaturday, the coun-
try precinct' were praetically solid
for 'Allard, and his nomination is
now pretty generally conceded. All
of the preeincts, but five, have been
heard from, and there will hardly
make material changes iD the reeult.
The race between Underwood and
Renshaw for the nomination for
county superintendent was very &case
and interesting. The latter seems to
have been the people's choice, how-
ever, the returns received up to this
time giving him a majority. Han-
bery is the nominee for jailer, his
majority being scarcely less than
three hundred.
The ticket will be as follows:
For county judge, A. H. Anderson;
for county attorney, John Feland;
for county c/erk, John P. • rowee;
for Sheriff, John Boyd; for amessor,
J. W. Lillard; for jailer, John W.
Hanbery; for school superintendent,
F. H. Renshaw; for surveyor, U. K.
Rogers; for coroner, J. C. Courtney
Joint PELAND, JR.
He Gets a rat Spoe of Federal Pte.
The lucky star of John Felaud, the
younger, is in the ascendant. Satur-
day he received Use almost unani-
mous endorsement of the Christian
county Republicans for county at-
torney, and shortly after the polls.
had closed, while yet the flush of
victory was upon his cheek, a letter
was received by tam bearing an offi-
cial stamp. The contents of this letter
were well calculated to make the heart
of the young victor rejoice, for it was
nothing less than a notification of his
appointment to the position of special
census agent for Kentucky. His
duties will be to gather statistics rela-
tive to the recorded indebtedness of
the State. His headquarters will be
in Hopkinsville, but his duties will,
as a matter of course, require him to
visit all of the principal cities. He
will have the appointment of abstrac-
tors in esch county, who will act un-
der his direction and supervision.
The office is one of great responsibi-
lity requiring the exercise of no little
judgement and discretion. Mr. Fe-
land is equal to the duties, however,
and will no doubt make the govern-
ment an efficient eervant. His ap-
pointment will not conflict or inter-
fere with his race.for county attorney.
Kentucky River Buoastag.
LANCASTER, KY., March 3.—A spe-
cial from Buckeye says the Kentucky
river in higher by many feet than
ever known before. At the mouth of
Point Lickretan many hotter* are un-
der water and several have been
swept, away. A a &rehouse and store-
house belonging to Mr. Miles Saun-
ders were swept down the river yes.
terday.
Covered the Cashier.
krclinitost, KAN., March 8.—The
bank at Valley Falls, Kas., was rob-
bed Saturday evening of between
$4,000 and $.5,000 by a stranger who
entered the bank, ostensibly to get a
check cashed. The cashier being
alone, the thief covered him with a
revolver aud compelled him to lop-
riedly lock the bank doors and Liold
over to him the amount above named
Having received the money he or-
dered the eteehier to unlock the _side
door and lei bon out. Once in the
street, and lirlore the aaires could be
given, the thief made good his escape.
A posee started in pursuit, but at last
advices had failed to overhaul Lim.
Littell's Living Age for 1890 For
more than forty-five years Litall'e
Living Age halo been publipetel w ith
uninterrupted aueeres, end hae ena-
bit d its readers at Iona'. .Apo Ise Pr
ke. p pace with ths :1 orierrele
of the age Frew., o or :id un-
equalled in amount f furn-
ishes the ouly sat Mt act r -• Ir. sic and
complete ccoupilattou t,... ties, litur-
ature of the day—a literatuo 11,ch
continues to grow in extent a e .1..-
portence, and embraees
tions of the most emoe.
all branches' of titerery -
work. The nuseezine
valuable to the America.
wishes to keep in the intellect, to illy
of the time. Its prospectus for 1600
is count. :uded to the attention of ail
who are selecting their reading-teat-
ter for the new year. Bedueed duo.
bing-rates with other periodical. are
given. Littellek Co., Boston, are the
publisher«.
Rev. J . . Barrow.
The Rev. Mr. Barrow has resigned
the pastoral care of his churches and
will move In a short time to Sweet-
water, iu East Tennessee, to enter up-
on a larger field of usefulness. At the
Baptist prayer meeting Wednesday
evening he asked for letters of dismis-
sion for himself and family. moving
to grant the letters Dr. Rust stated
that he had known Bro Barrow from
childhood, knew him -when he firet
eutered the ministry, had always felt
an interest in him, bad watched with
pleasure his geowth to power and in-
fluence and that he would live in the
hearts of the church and be remem-
beret • q a large circle of friends In
this section of the country. He
would bear with to him le lit- t ew
field the love sod good will of all.
Mr. Barrow in -fitting words took
leave of the church.
IT is said that a big railroad fght
is likely to came up in the legisia-
ture between the Louisville & Nash-
! vine railway and the Huntingdon
eystem over a bill to amend the Old
I charter for a railroad along the South
side of the Ohio river, from Coring-
: ton to Louisville. Such a railroad
i would give the Huntingdou system
an independent line between those
two points and would fill up a in
the system. The Louisville and
I .
Nashville road objects to having •
competing line between those two
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For County School Supt.,
PROP . S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULIN.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
MAJ. BKNNETT H. Yot•No, of
Louisville, has formally announced
hinmelf a candidate for delegate to
the Constitutionel Convention to rep-
retteot the distriet eomposed of thr
eixth and &event'. wards. Young is a
wide-awake, progressive and popular
fellow, and will be a hard man
to beat. His opponent is Mr James
P. Helm, an able lawyer aud a highly
esteemed gentleman.
DR.S GRANT aed Blackburn, and
William adieux, the janitor of tht
Kentucky School of Medicine, who
were arreeted Tuesday morning in the
cetnetery at New Albany, and in-
dicted for grave-robbing and con-
spiracy to commit a felony, have been
raleared on ball. They will be tried
at the May term of the circuit court
at New Albany.
THE legislature has not yet passed
a Constitutional Convention bill. A
number of the legislators are opposeti
to ealling a convention, but they are
greatly in the minority and will not
be able to accomplish anything. All
the Constitutional Convention bills
that have yet been proposed, either
in the Senate or in the House, agree
in throwing open the door of eligi-
bility for seats in the Convention.
Any qualified voter, regardless of
whatever office he may already hold,
is eligible for a seat in that important
body.
TitititE is much surprise evinced at
President Harrison'e action in re-
taiuing the notoriously eorrupt J din
I. Dille iu Wilco as Register of the
Land Office at Guthrie, Oklahoma,
notwithstanding the reports er the
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of frauds aud of conspira,ty to rob '
honest settlers and to menet laud grab-
bers in "lcmaing" the Guthrie town
sites. The Secretary of the Interior, 1
Mr. Noble, has written Dille some
seorching letters iu which he says he
has read all the evideuce that the re-
cords show, and is thoroughly con-
vinceti,that Dille is a rascal :ho con-
spiredI with his fellow-reseals to
violate the law aud rob honest set-
tlers wheu the territory was opened
for settlement. Dille and his gang
illegally grabbed the valuable town-
sites and some of the very best sec
Lions of laud lying en the immediate
vicinity of Guthrie, and these out-
rageous frauds have been so clearly
proven that Secretary Noble has
practically invited him to resign.
Dille, however, pays no attention to
this invitation. Representative Tars-
ney, of Miteouri, lies called the
attention of Congress te these notori-
ous frauds aud to the reports ef the
inspectors aud the letter of Secretary
Noble, but Dille still holds ou to his
°Rice. This fellow, Dille, was the
Secretary of the Indiana Republi-
can committee during the Preeiden-
tial election of ISM, aud it is said that
he has secrets about the Indiana
campaign which Harrison does not
care to have exposed, and in con-
sequence the President dares not re-
move Dille from office. The reten-
don of such a notorious scoundrel
in oftte 3 is scandalous thing.
THE Democrats had a big time at
Des Moines, Iowa, Thureday at th-
inauguration of Gov. Boles. The
Democrata throughout the State aid
large delegations from Illinois, Ohio
and Wieconsin gathered there and
indulged in an enthusiastic celebra
Wm. Never before in that State wee
there witnessed such demonstrations
of rejoicing,over the inauguration 01
a Governor. This is the first Demo
cratic Governor that Iowa has had
for more than thirty years, and the
wonderful ebulition of enthesiasm on
the part of the unterrified Democracy
was very natural.
Ix the contested election case, from
West Virginia, of Atkinson against
Pendleton, several Democratic Con-
gressmen delivered eloquent speeches
and made out a very clear caae for
Pendleton. He being on the Repub-
lican black list, nothing could save
him from being unseated, although
there is no doubt that he had an
honest title to his seat. He will
leave l'ongress, however, with but
little sympathy from his party
friends, although, knowing his title
was just and honest, they supported
him earnestly. He has been trying
to win favor from the Republican
members ever since the organization
of the House, hoping in that to gv
justice from them. He even went se
far in his disgusting attempts to cur-
ry favor as to congratulate Speaker
Reed upon his infamobs ruling. It
did him no good, however, for the
Republicans robbed him of his seat
all the same.
Tux pension sharks &redetermined
not to leave a dollar in the United
States treasury, judging from thr
number et pension bills which Con-
gress is being urged to pass. There
is en the saiendar of the Howie a bilm
providing for the payment of a pen-
slew to every soldier who was in a
Confederate prison two dollars for
eaoh day of imprisonment. The pen-
sion office estimates that 30,000 per-
sons will qualify under this bill, if it
should be paased, and they will be
entitled to draw from the treasury
$11,000,000 and to take about $4,000,000
annually thereafter for many years.
Pension Commissioner Ileum esti-
mates that the bill repealing the
limitation of the arrears act, the pass-.
age of which is now being urged;
will take the big sum of $471,000,000.
Then there is the G. A. R. service
-pension bill, which the conventions
of the Grand Army have insisted
must be passed, and which will take
$144,000,000 a year, not ineluding the
sum to be paid to dependent pension-
ers. The Senate has reported favor-
ably a ,dependent pension bill that
will cosi $35,878,500 aenually to begin
with. All of these amounts, added
to the sums already being expended
for pensions, would not only use up
the surplus but would exhaust the
revenuer of the government and
leave nothing for *e usual appro-
priations. A large annual deticit
would be the consequence.
THE Senate Committee on general
statutes have agreed to report favor-
ably Senator Wortham's bill to repeal
the law by which the county clerks
of this Stele are required to copy the
asseesor's lists at a compeneation of
four cents aline. This work costs the
State $40,000 a year, and the members
of the committee say that the outlay
is almost timeless. These copies are
fOrwarried to the State Auditor, who
who uses only the footing in settling
with the assessors and eheriffs, and
the committee think that a recapitu-
lation of the assessors' work would
verve the purpose better and would
I. a cost the State a huudredth part of
v-iat is now paid out upon this score.
ts'hile Fayette Hewitt was Auditor he
tmeansended the repeal of this law,
attempts have been made
to that end, but each resulted in fall-
The county clerks throughout
v... State are pretty generally oppos-
ed t I Wortham'e bill, and it will
&Ant likely be defeated.
A fight has begun tottween Gen.
Nathan Goff and the notorious Steve
Elkiue for supremacy of the Repub-
lican party in West Virginia. Elkins,
wheu he established his citizenship
in that State two years ago, an-
uounced that he was going to take an
active part in politics. He has been
recognized as a power in Washing-
ton toter since Harrison'e inaugura
!tip. John W..Masort,ihe Weed Vii-
;inian who is Commissiouer of Inter:
nal Revenue. Was appointed through
the influence of Elkiue, aud ia P4 said
that every appointment made by
Mason in that State has been with
the eole aim of strengthening (1
Elkins machine. Now that every-
thing is "fixed," Elkins its announced
as a candidate for Congrees. Goff
end his friends had alri4dy _an-
uounced Col. A. D. Dayton,ca prom-
inent lawyer and po'itician, as their
candidate for Congres., and the nom-
ination had been virtually conceded
to him before Elkins entered the field.
Goff and his gang are very much in-
censed, and look upon Elkins' candi-
lacy as a direct defiance. There will
he a very bitter fight in the conven-
tion, but it is thought likely that
Steve Elkins will win, for he has lots
)f money, the West Virginia Central
itailroad and the Federal officials
'tack of him
THE United States geuate is nothing
itself very ridiculous in ite
and futile io 1;#1
the tiewspa,.er co, it --omelet it' 6,
Cain reports tit its er, s
seesione. Th.* aut..ust hod.. i
THE proposed wholesale settling of
Oklahoma by the colored people is
attracting a good deal of attention.
ft is said that influences are at work
tmong the colored people in nearly
Itery State in the Union inducing
hem to go to that territory. It is
estimated that the population of Okla-
uoma is now composed of 25,000white
people and 15,0Utt colored folks. The
alleged intention of the leaders of the
emigration movemeut is to have at
teast 40,000 blacks in Oklahoma before
the couut of the inhabitants for the
next census, and in this way control
the territory, with a view of makifig
it a negro State when it is admitted
into the Union. They then could
elect all the county and State officers
to suit themselves. President Harri-
son is being urged by a number of
le lea ling colored mem of the North
toappoint MeCabe. who is thoroughly
identified with this echeme, Governor
of Oklahoma Territory. The ap-
pointment, however, is being strong-
ly opposed by the white settlers there,
a large majority of whom are Repub-
Hewitt, so it is not certaiu that Mc-
Cabe will be appointed. The bill
creating Oklahoma a Territory has
not yet been passed, but it is being
considered and will be permed shortly.
EvEN in the rank protectionist
State of Pennsylvania the farmers
are becoming thoroughly alarmed at
the constant depreciation hi values
of farms and farm products. It is
stated that farm values have fallen
to one-half of their former value,
while the assessments and rates of
taxation remain practically un-
changed. For more than a quarter
of a century the Repub.icans have
been stuffing the farmers with the
false idea that by allowing themselves
e. be taxed for the benefit of the
aninufacturere they would finally get
rich. They have deluded the farmers
with aesurances that the growth of
protected manufacturing establish-
meuts would greatly raitte the prices
of farm products, and largely ',-
crease the value of farm property.
The farmers are at heat beginning to
realize how cruelly they have been
deceived.
EX-CONGRESSMAN TAULBEE, who
was shot by Judge Charles E. Kin-
caid, the rorrespondent of Louisville
nines, is getang along retty well
and is not likely to die from hie
wound. Judge Kiacaid hts given
bond in the sum of 42,000 to await the
action of the grand jury. The sympa-
thy of the public in with Kincaid, for
he has been hounded and insulted for
months by Taulbee, amid has been as-
saulted several t1/31614 by the vindic-
tive ex-Collgretosnuate The intorno
easault ef last Frelay were too
groat for Kiticald to let ii.sn't without
snowing resentment. &lel as Kincaid
is a very small mau, physically, there
nothing left but to shoot. The
trouble was forced upon him, and he
is not to blame foe his action in the
matter,
Wiraaati H. POPE, the trusted and
highly respected teller of the Louis-
ville City National Bank, has ab-
(wooded with $40,000 of the bank's
money. He left the bank laid Satur-
day evening, saying he would re-
turn Monday morning. He never
came back, however, and when the
safe was opened the robbery was dis-
covered. It was learned that he had
purchased a railway ticket for Chi-
cago and left for that place Saturday
night. It is supposed that he is now
in Canada. He was promiuentand
popular man, and the news of hie. de-
falcation was a great shock to his
large circle of friends.
A vicious proposition to vote the
people's money away to foster indi-
vidual enterprises is now befcre the
House Committee on Merchant Ma-
rine and Fisheries, In the shape of a
steamship subsidy. The committee
is preparing a bill for a subsidy of
this kind, which, it is said, will pro-
vide for making a present of 0460,000,-
000 of the people's money to certain
ship owners within six years. The
committee is now going through the
farce of taking testimony and grant-
ing hearings to the parties to be di-
rectly benefited by the [menage of
such a bill as the committee will
report.
THE Republican primaty election
will beeheld throughout this county
to-morrow to select candidates for the
various/ county offices which are to
.te filled at the coming August elec-
tion.
cover how the iuformation leeks otit.
A number ot newt-paper men have
been summoned before a special
committee, but all of them refused to
dieclose their channels of informa-
tion. The first important, secret
session cf Cie Senate since the in-
vestigition began took place Monday.
Tuesday moruing the daily nee spe-
llers published full aceounte of the
proceedings, to the great indigna-
tion of the Senators. A secretsession
was held Tuesday eveniog at. which
the Senators discussed what On earth
they should do with the incorrigible
newspaper correspondents. 1Dolph,
a member of the special comimitter,
introduced a resolutiou to the effect
that the Senate should re-snm ttttt n
these correspondents and if they
persisted in refusing to 'answer
question's as to how they foSt, their
iuf.irmation, have them arreeted and
put in jail. Of.course, no resiolution
this kind will be adopted. A num-
of very sensibly fa-
executive /resinous


















' John Hunt, a private in the Fifty-
AN important bill is being prepared
by the Judiciary and General Stat-
utesContruitters of the lower house ol
the Kentucky Legielature. The ob-
jeet of the bill is to give any one who
has a beneficial iutereet in the life of
any person the right to bring an act-
ion for damages against a rai:road
company for fatal injuries to thaver-
son. Under the preeent law only a
sull or daughter can
bring such action, and if a man is
unmarried, although he may have a
father, mother or sisters dependent
upon him, none of there have a right
to dein' damages. This proposed
is a very good one, and we hope
it will become a law.
THE resolutions adopted by the
State Prehibition Convention a
few days ago at Topeka, Kansas,
denounced the Republican party
as being in 'league with the li-
quor powei., and described it as "a
party that allows 1,500 ealoens in the
District of Columbia and two in the
Capitol itself—a party whose Presi-
dent furnishes fiVe kinds of wine for
his state dinners, and whoa, Vice-
Pi veident furnishes quarters in 'The
SI, reheat' for one of the unceit fash-
ion. ̀tie anti attractive drinking places
ia n."
_ 
A NUMBER of the Northern Repub-
lican capitalists who have invest-
ments in the South are protesting
against time lies and elautiers of cer-
tain Republican demagogues in Con-
gress as calculated to injure the busi-
flees interests of the South. These un-
principled demagogues would not
hesitate to ruin the South, if by tioing
so they could keep themeelves in
power, and hence the protests of the
people who have invested their money
in Southeru enterprises will not do
much good.
eighth Indiana, was entitled to a
pension if it could be proved that she
was dependent on him for support.
it appears froin the record that while
io the army, during the rebellion,
Hunt, one day, purchased a pie from
a woman selling theist on the street
corner. Of course he ate it. All
like pie. Shortly afterward
he died, and in the :.1,..emte of a post-
mortem exanduation it is presumed
by 'Worry that he was poisoned by
the pie. Hassey has just decided
that Hunt met his death while iu the
line of duty, and that if the mother
can ehow her dependence upon the
mon a pension must be grunted her.
The absurdity of tine decision ap-
pests oti ite face without any elab-
oretion. f he idea of a pie biter, be-
ing in the line of duty could scarcely
be eouceived anybody except
&leery. Pie in not a part of an army
ration and the purchase of a pie and
the dying therefrom was certuinly
nut in the line of duty if a coninuin-
senee view into be taken of the mat-
ter. The man, however, who de-
clared that a dishonorable dieeharge
was no bar to pension is well flora
to make the pie decision.
HON. JERE BAXTER has announced
himself a candidate for Governor of
Tenuessee. He ham never held an
other, but is well aud favorably
known throughout that State as an
able and aggressive man, and his
opponents will have no easy job to
tackle a hen they undertake to down
him. coh. Josiah Patterson, _Geu. J.
D. C. Atkins, Maj. W.. M. Daniel,
Hon. John I'. Buelianan and Gen. J.
B. Palmer are :inning the prospective
candidates, and the race promises to
be &lively one.
SENATOR CHANDLER, Who sets
him:telt up as the special champion
of the cofored people of the South,
does not appear to have heard that
the whit ± veterans are kicking vigor-
ously agaiust the admission of co;_ored
veterans to the Grand Army of the
Republic. His attention should be
directed to the nAtter in ortier that
he may introduce a bill to -squelch
ther(i. A. R. in the South on account
of its discrimination against the
colored ex-soldiers.
MANY of the Republican newepa-
eent are now bus1ly engaged in man-
ufacturing Southern outrages for con-
sumption during the various State
campaigns that will come off this
year. Sensible people have gotten
tired of such rot, anti the bloody-shirt
organs will have to trump up SOLD9
other kind of campaign thunder.
The Puipit and the stage.
Rev. F. M. Shrout, Pastor United
Brethren Church, Blue Mound„Kan.,
says: "I feel it my duty to tell what
wonders Dr. King's New Disoovery
has done for me. My Lungs were
badly diseased, and my parishioners
thought I could live only a few
weeks. I took five . bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery and am sound
and well, gaining 2ti lbie in weight."
Arthur Love, Manager Love's Fun-
ny Folks Combin.. .oa, writes: ' Af-
ter a thorough and convincine evi-
dence, I am confident Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption,
beats 'ern all, and cures when every-
thing etre fails. The greateet kind-
nese I can do my malty thousand
friends to urge them to try it. Free
trial bottles at H. B. Garnerai Phar-
macy. Regu I ar sizes 50c. and $1.410..
Homicideat the Asyholn.
At an early hour Sunday morning,
an insane man named J. Mortimer
Farmer was killed by his room-mate,
Joseph Colley, at the asylum. The
deed was accomplished so quietly
and stealthily that the other three
occupant* of the room. were not fully
aroused, and had no idea that a man
had been killed, and did not give the
alarm. There had been no quarrel
between the men, and the act %Vas ti.e
result. of eteliesion. They neeupied
separate leek. Coffee acknowtedgiat
having eononitted the act, which as
done with a bed slat removed from
his own bed. Three blocs were
struek. mit- or 'them fracturing the
ekull just above the let. ear. The
victim made no out-cry, and was
doubtless.; rendered unconaciinie by
the first Wow. Two. of the patients
tw Coffey ;place the Irtd-elat under
his bed again and lie down. They
were not aware, however, that any
mischief had been done. The men
wait occupied by a class-of men who
were supposed to be perfectly harm-
less. Not one had ever given any
trouble before, and were friendly to
One another.
The Coroner, Dr. Dunn, was stim-
atoned early Sunday morning, and
elicited such facts in regard to the
killing as could be obtained from the
patients, the attendente and Dr. Wal-
lace.
The occurence las a very sad one.
Farmer was a quiet, inoffensive man,
though an incurable lunatic. Coffey
its also an incurable and was thought
to be equally as narrniette.
Thy remains of the deceased were
returned to him former home in Olilo
county for interment.
Coffey). thoth 3.1,yeare of age and
is a pauper:,patfe.nt ?soul Graves coun-
ty. The verdict of the Coroner's Ju-
ry was in secordance with the facts
as stated above.
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How Farmers are Taxed.
It is not uncommon to hear our
farmers complain of the taxes they
have to pay. Sometimes the are too
high and the payment of them could
be largely lessened by increasing the
productive power of an acre of ground.
For instanee, a farmer who sows poor
owed, raises scrub stock, or buys anti-
quated or imperfect implements, must
certainly pay proportionately. high
taxes. Not to mention the improve-
ment he might make by getting tee
beta seed and live stock, he could buy
a Deering Binder or Mower, and save
money in the barvesting of his grain
and grass crops.
ACC(./MPLISHIED
The Doors of Sing Slag Opened to Ad.
mit a Great Villain.
ALBA-NY, N. Y., Mar. 4.—The doors
of Sing Sing opened Saturday to al-
:nit one td the mo.t brilliant thieves
and contidence men the -decade has
known. He came here as Frank
Hines, though he is knowu ei "Char-
ley Norton," "Count Marco," "Bank-
er Cavis," and "Count" Hines.
The man's history is full of ro-
mance. He was boru forty years ago
in England in a Lancashire town.
At the age of eighteen he -ikli a% 113
flow home, and went to Madrid.
Spain, where he got Into trouble
with the father of a Spanish gift he
had betrayed, and wee compelled to
flee to save his life. To Paris he went
and opened a restatirant_with money
won from a friend at a ganitAing ta-
ble. He soon fell in atith a family
named Penaud; beguiled a son into
partnership with him, became en-
gaged to the daughter, seduced her,
borrowed a large sum from her pa-
rents to extend his business atol nip.-
appeartd. He tim appeared at Lon-
don, where lie met a brilliant actress,
made lier believe he was a Russian
nobleman, and after borrowing lier
diamonds on the pretext of resetting
them, fled to St. Petersburg where lie
plundered all the acquaintances be
made, and became,hetrothed to a girl
of high rank, but il«.d the night be-
fore the day of his wedding anti went
to Switzerland, where he led a riotous
life, married the daughter of a rich
inn-keeper,and opened a restaurant in
Berne. When he left the place he
had fleeced half of the inhabitants.
He returned to London and became
a banker, moving in the best circles.
He wronged three girls, one of whim'
be ntarried. Her father a as a !seeker,
and took hie scapt- grace son-ill-lama
iuto partnership. '-'1'he "count" work-
ed his father-in-law's name for all it
wag worth' and came to America,
when he stopped in New York at the
Fifth avenue hotel as a married man
and worked Witco games. He was
arrested for oneof his tricks, but com-
promised aud went to Saratoga,
e here he won 43,05Q ut one sitting,
but lost it all in a few days on the
races a Brighton Beach. Then lie be-
gan owindling in a small way and
sold snide jewelry on the Bowery.
He got into trouble and was sent to
Blackwell's Island. Ou his releitee
he became a hack driver and was soon
arrested for drugging and robbieg a
passenger. Hr etaeaped, but was soon
arrested for abductiug a la-year-old
girl, but compromised by marrying
her. Sooa he appeared in elegant
society as Geo. Davis, banker, Lon-
don, Eng. He claimed to be the eon
of a rich nobleman, and was petted
and feted in the best circles. He bor-
rowed a diamond ring of a rich girl,
sutstituted a paste stoue, went down
east, was engaged to marry another
girl when exposed. Ile went into
obecurity, then appeared at Roches-
ter and Baltinio , and was iu trouble;
in each place. e was next heard of
in Canada. Five years ago the police
of New York received a photograph,
a lot of trinkets and other stuff found
ou the body of,"Count" Hines, "kill-
ed by the cars near Montreal." The
police now believe Hines sent the
stuff himtelf. Three weeks ago lie
sppeared in New York again. He
has eight living wives and admits
wronging at least twenty girls.
several peraOne Who had grievauces
to be reairdied,
Squire Clark and Mr. tiose itogere '
appeared oefore the Board Mask that
the city make au appropriation tor
the purpose of draining a large pond
which threatened to overfite.v their
premises in the vieinity of Waluut
and Campbell street-. 'This matter
Walt referred to the ion tc. committee.
Mr. C. It. Clark wanted the city to
refund the amount paid by him for
license. His establishineut had been
burned awl he did uot desire to en-
gage in the liquor business again. Af-
ter couttiderable deiette his request
a% as granted.
The chief of the fire department
a- keel an appropriation for the pur-
chase of 500feet of new hose and a
new nozzle for the lire engine. Ile
also wanted the city to furnish a room'
the city ball ortier that four
members of the tire depart went might
sleeu there and be ready for immedi-
ate work in t•ase of a tire at night.
the clerk wee authorized to corres-
pond with manufacturers of hose
Willt a view to purchasing the urea's-
sary amount. The other matter was
eosttioned until the next metting of
the council. The following moutitly
claims were read by the clerk aud up-
ou motion allowed:
Gas for streets 0108.75
" " Police room  3.14
Ellis Coal Co.,  6 00
Jordan Baker dieting prisouers. 18.00
Pay roll No. 728, straet work. . 19.09
Pay rolP731 street work 9.0u
.• " 736 " . . 10.00
W. S. Davideon  3.60
The bond of D. G. Wyly filed with
the clerk, wait read and upon motion
approved. .
The Board'theu adjourned.
Blair Says Its-All Bight.
Mr. 5.0. Blair, Chicago, says: "We
"could not keep house without your
"Clark's Extract of Flax Skin Cure
"and Cough Cure. We hate used
"both for numerous troubles, especi-
"ally for our child. We recommend
"the Cough Cure to every family
"having children. We toted it for
'‘Whooping Cough with reniarkbly
"quick and satisfactory results, and
duse it for any and every cough the
"family may have." Only one size,
large bottles. Price $1.90. If you
want the best toilet soap, get Clark's
Flax Soap, cents. Ask II. B. Gar-
nt•r, Druggist, for these preparations.
' H. B. Gariit•r Drug company.
A meeting of the gentlemen inter-
e,ited in the H. B. Garner Drug Com-
pany was held reeehtly and an or-
ganization perfected. The capital
stock Was all paid in. The new eu
terpriee is now successfully launched
under tile direction of the following
gentlemen: W. T. Radford, J. W.
Menlienton and F. W. Dabney. Dr.
H. B. tlarner will matiage the eetab-
llshertent and will be aesitited by Riley
Eley and Jantes Radford. A new
stock will be purchaseil at once and
the aim of the company will be to
enter into active competition with the
leading drug houses of Southern Ken-
tucky. The gentlemen who are - at
the head of the company are success-
ful business men and the affairs Wilt
be conducted on. strictly business
principles. Mr. Garner's experience
and popularity will assure the house
a hearty patronage from the start.
A FATAL AFFRAY.
Frank of Caldwell County seri-
ously Beaten up by Stephen i
to-e.
Informetion has been received here
in regard to a very ugly cutting af-
fray that took place Tuesday, just
across the Caldwell county line, be-
tween Horace Lee and Frank Wood,
neighbors, during which Lee c
opponent's ear oft with an ax, a
the same time came near sev
the jugular vein, Lee also beat
over the head with the ax, am
him in au unconscious cond
The trouble is said to have g
out of some remarks Wood mad
fleeting Lee's sister. Wood i
ported to be lying in a very eri











Do you suffer with catarrh? You
can be cured if you take Hood's r-
imperil* the great blood pur tier.
Sold by all druggists.
•-•1114114-4--
13. ILI. II. -134mtuile Illtaamd 'Saint."
ira•eu try this Nato- will *cyan many
oilierr h ive sold, Ilant it is the best blood
purifier and touic. rite Flood hadni
.athinta, Us... for book of couvai. Dag bratti-
er...lay.
J. P. Davis, Atlanta, G.i. (West End),
writes: "1 considar that, R. B. it. has perms-
c••.• ay cured ihe of rheumatism and
rciatica."
it. It. Saulter. A: tiens, flu.. says: R. B.
cured me of an ulcer that had realm. t
other treat menL
,,;„ Tinsley, Colum`,iana, Ala.. writes:
-My mother and sister had ulcerated wire
throat and scrofula. It. It. H. cal red I limo."
• jscob F. Sponcler, Newnaa. .., a ritc•.
"B. B. H. eat ite'y cured nic of rheum .1 so
in my shoulders. I used six bott:es."
Chas. Reiohlralt, No L'IrM Foniat..111 Street.
Baltimore, Md., writes: ••I eufferid with
bleeding piles two years, and am glad to say
that one bottle of B. B. B. curel me."
J. J. Hardy, ocroa, wrItro: "B. R. B.
le a quick cure for catarrh. Three bottles
cured me. I had teen trouwed nevem,
He acted le, badly,
For we caught bin, at work ma a littIc Si ring
Inv
And this was the proem
Of the poem woresaid.
f Need there ho sults. told!)
'4:#-title spring v mere a ir11111111:4%
"he 1,4114 Is 111 tttttt
The tool ridges r ttttt min'
The w11.1 a °ratan
Bonita the home 1.1 the 'poseoutn.
And the ...vent 4.1 he roar
L'IertrIth s the iioae
'II send the New E •
A little apriaig p0..111 I've Mt to my aleary."
Now the etiow•ffakes were fulling,
Anal the store eb-rks MHO re balling,
Theitient Wei tLue.
Of r•prIng rhyme without scorn.
William elesuld not compose In the face of
storm.
Anil tie.). said then and there
'111..1 %Valliant was inadder than t ha Iliad-
deal march hare.
rhst things would grow lant Sr
II be kept writing verse,
.% had tar better di..
Than perpetrat.• poems lac knew was ai Ile.
W.• %a rapped rupee ennital Win
lid 1.0l111.1 111111,
Confound him!
And drugged him 16a iiy,
Five minutes to pray;
Then upward we /strung him
And quietly hung him.
lir Intl his tete calmly,
Young feller—no family,
hula- on the end ail grape vine we
evrung him.
No more will Will sing.
I t he blowguns of le.rIng.
In a b iszard like thhi!
(It Was surely a mitts!)
But we'll let Iiim hang there till the
, have stung him!
By order of
THS
A. lipink, Atlanta, Ga., says: "One bottle
of B. B. B. compla-telv enrol guy child ot
eczema." •
W. A. Pepper. Fredonia, Ala., writes:
"IL It. IL cured my mother of ulcerated sure
ug hea-A rut et tong.
In the Methodist Church at 10 a. m.,
Dr. Thurelou H ughes led to itymen's
attar Mies Mettle Arstroug, l'r. J.
sy, f,eteis, or officiat-
ing. Dr. Hughes is a graduate of
Vanderbilt University, a young Matt
of rare faculties, having the sateteitv
anti businese met of his father, It. H.
Hughes, blended with the sunetithe
sod social nature of hie mother,
makes his character one to be envied.
He located here one year ago, haviug
"struck the current wheu best it
servee" makes the "tide to his for-
tune" flaw surely.aud steadily in its
course. He has won the hand of one
of Kentucky's faireet girlie carrying
4111 is trophy worth the victor's efforts.
M iss Katie Lane served as bride's.
maid, Chas. H. ort,' beet man, and
H. 11. Lane, O. E. brute, J. F. Dan-
forth and R. J. J nineoit as lisiirre.
The bridal party witl take the south
bound train for Nasbville this after-
noon to spend a few days
Dr. Bradley anti Miss Pearl Sory, a
wineome and vivacious little beauty
of Sadiereville, Tenn., were In atten-
dance at the nuptials.
CHAS. H. FoRT.
FalWew, Ky., MaTell 5.
Epoc• h.
The transition front long, lingering
and painful sickness to rootlet health
marks an epoch in the life of the in-
dividual. Such a reuaarkabie event
is treasured in the memory and the
agency whereby the good health has
been attained is gratefully blessed.
Hence it is thit so much Is heard in
Kahle of Electric Bitters. So many
ft-el they owe their restoration to
health, to the use of the Great Altera-
tive and Tonic. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kidneys, Liver
or Stontaele of long or short Mantling
you will surely find relief by tier tit
Electric Bitters. Sold at 50e. and $1
per bottle at If. B. Gurnee* Pliar-
macY•
tateayette taconites.
LA FA VETTE, Kr., Mar. 3.—The Re-
publican Printery election held here
Saturday resulted in the following
Moires: For Judge, A. H. Anderson,
47; Attorney, John Feland, Jr., 43;
Hurry Ferguson, 4. Clerk, J. P.
Pr .use, 44; Sheriff, John Boyd 47;
Assessor, B. 'I'. McDaniel, 40; J. W.
Lillard, 7. Jailer, J. W. Hanbery,
47; Supt. B. '1'. Underwood, 38; F.
Reushaw, 4. Surveyor, U.S. Rogers,
31; Coroner, Jonas Courtney, 39.
Miss Myrtle Williams has just re-
turned home from an extended vieit
of several months to frieude iu Eriu,
Tenn., mid Pembroke, Hatlensville,
and Scuith'e Grove, Ky.
Hill Cobb spent- a few days last
week on Cumberlaud river.
Saline creek did limy damage this
last week. It carried off Emir Mar-
gie' store with a'. iut a $2,000 stock in
It, and it also carried off a great deal
of lumber for Mr: Rumpus.
Mr. F. It. Hamilton ie on the sick
list this week. „We hope he may
speedily recover his woutettliesith.
E Hoc
Gured By Guticura.
My disfenre p.oriasts` first broke out on my
twee. set let i lig iteruss tiose, atid al-
olost Isse. It run into my eyea,
th.• .aii aka afraid I woulti loiter
.)esigot allogct ner. It spread all over
110 tivhal 111) noir all tell out, tintiii I was
mai I 4111C11614.1; it bro.,- out ou toy
alms sod shoutuers, Until my arms were lust
re. It ctn. red body, lily
144.1•,11..-61d 11114.1 shoulder being the wors..
white scabs felt eadastatally trona nay
head. shouloers mid arms; the skin would
thicaeu and be red and a er Itchy, hod Would
e.iiek aim im....4 scrstelied. Atter spending
many hundreos mu-dims I was pr tttttt
Iticurabi... I heard of the et-rt.:Lea R&M t
eputiattilielge:UritirdicaelltUtAr#114• .1 taae“ four bottles, I was almost. cured;
and when I Mid used alit bottles+ of URA,
It KSOLV Mal- and °Lie box CuTICtlica, andone cake ot UTIlit:RA So• I., I was cured uftife dreadful disease !rum whieh I had suffer.
ea tor five years. I thought Ow ..beesse
would leave %cry deep wear, tall the C uzic C-
SA Has SDI Its mired It altiattit y I
cannot ratite...a a ith a pen what buffered be-
lore Woos the CUTIVIAIA ItistilaDllari. The)
alitt:v1#.14,1 stlii)alhlatieer rettau ysitogretuth;onai.-
ever, and so la any . yringht. I k now of olio ra
who have reeel bed great benefit /Mtn their
Mrs. RI/SA K ELM*. Rockwell City, lows.
Cuticura Resolvent
The new It'lmal Purifier and purest and best
of Humor lir wedies,Interually,and urteu-
ILA, the great !Skin Cure,sact CI:VICUNA Soar
sit exquisite Main Beautifier, ex.erna.ly,
sp.-eddy , permanently and economically
cure In eari) Iffy Itching, burning, bleeding.
ready, cruetett, pimply, aserofulous and hereu-
fiery humor.' wallb Iowa of hair, thus •void-
ing years of torture and disfiguration. Par-
ents, reloeuitter Lehi: cures in childhood are
permanent.
sold everywhere. Price, crewcut, ate:
So.% P. 25r.: kt atioLV ENV, II. Prepared by the
POTTIta lritt'ar •511
Twit, thadon, Maas.
ggirraend for "How to Cuire i4k I n Diseases,'
tH pages', be illustrations, and IOU testimonials.
hornets pm/ PLEN, black-heads, chapped sod olly
1.1.11 skin prevented by 1..:ETIct'llA Otiose.
SCROFULA
Is that impurity of the blood which produces
unsiglitly luilips swellings in the neck;
alma causes running sores en the arms,
legs, or feet; which develops ulcers In tits
eyes. ears, or nose, often causing blindness or
deafness; which is the origin of pimples, can-
cerous growths. or "humors," which, fasten-
ing upon the lungs, causes consumption and
dcatu. it ls the most ancient of all diseases,
and very few persons are entirely free from IL
How Can
It Be CURED„, tak:ng Tlood's Sarsaparilla, which, by
the rerm.rkatie cures it has accomplodied,
has provt-n Itself to be a potent arid peculiar
medicine for this disease. If you suffer from
scrofula, try Hood's Sarsaparilla.
" Every spring my wife and children have
been troubled with scrofula, my little boy,
three years old, being a terrcoie sufferer.
Lat spring be was one mass of sores from
head to feet. Weal! took Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and all have been cured of the scrofula. my
little boy Is entirely free from sores, and all
bnir of my children look bright and healthy."
W. It. ATHERTON, Passaic City, N.J.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold hy all druggists. Ili. six tor SS Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD& Cu . Apothecaries. Ram.
100 Doses One Dollar
Corporation Not km
Notice ha hereby giVen that W. T. Radford.
F. %V. Dabney. John W. MePher.on. J. D.
ware. so. I) Kelly, Joint Pyr, H. W.Tibbs.
James A Radford. Riley Ell% Andrew liar-
gent, W. ti. Ma«sie and feta Walker have as-
sociated thentselres togeluer, under the cor-
pora e name of the it. B. Ganser Drug Ce..
and the prInelpal place of ',asthma Hopkins-
vide, Ky. The mature of the business of the
eorporation is the compounding sad melting
of drums. ineilleinea omelet! other articles us-
ually kept for sale In retail drug store*. The
swam( of ettpllial stock mitt hortaeal Is 9111.11Uta
with 01,01f) paid ma. The is41d corporation lte-
pan pastries,' oo the it ility of Feb Pei, and
the afroint #.: t he corporation to bee locted
by a pr...idet.t. Seco-tary and Tresieurer and
• Board or liONsotor., el-eted Fel.. 2.. law. and
to be annually eleeted 4#11 that day. The
highest ,o.tint of indebtedness to wit .ch a h«
rorpolic loo is al stay t • sulde,•I Heel( is
$1,WO. The private protwrly of the stock




bra canvass for the sal. of Ir•-•ry Stock!
esuployliaelit 6411)D
PA• Y. P.r. men. Appli at once
stetting are. Mention this paper
AL aR.VMA NI•lia4P.H1 ctImPANY.
2-7-2m. III- NTsVILLIR, ALA.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1•••••r (Nora # engirt of Appeals
We are authorized to •nuoil nee
Of.ORGE H. M A DDEN
as a eandltiate for Clerk of the Court or Ap-
peals, subject to the faction of the ImmoenitIc
noulltiatisia Oil Mary ne oonvent.1011.
We tare authorized to 1411110Litre
Mkt. J.1.34 ES MARTIN,
of H rren county. sa 1# candidate for the coffee
of Cieric ot tile olirt ot Appeals of Kentucky,
suteeet te the action aif the Democratic party
"It IS OISY Or the few periodicals which seem Willte coo/e Lacet Hotitry Skirt: Collm attl Clift,-ntfigix.nsable. It contains nearly
solid literature of the t nie."—T he u la •
.nun. New liturk
**Biography, Action, relenee, criticisms, his-
tory, poetry, travels, whatever u en are in-
tereeted in, are all found here."—The Watch-
man. nos n
"The hireraost writers of the time are rep-
repeated on its pages. It Is in the quantity
and value of its contents facile priuceps."—
Presbyterian Banner, Pittsburgh.
"For the man who tries to tfe truly conver-
other count nes, It is tbdtspensable.' —4 enteral
sant wish the ery beet literature of this and
Baptist, at Louis.
"fo h•ve The L lying Age Is to hold the
keys to the entire world of thought, 6.1 eeiro•
one iuvretigation, psychological reeeurcu,
ethical note, of poetry and roma lice."— hos-
Wu Evening 1 raveller.
"No better outlay of money can be made
than in suderribIng for The Lla lug age."—
Hartford Courant.
"For the amount of reading matter Con-
tained the subscription is 'eternity low."—
Christian Advocate, Nashville.
"Nearly the whole world of authors •nd
WliriateorIn 
JaopaPrittrili.0 it in their best moods."—
"It may be truthfully and cordially said
that it never offers a dry or valueless page."—
pew York Tribune..
"It furnishes • complete compilation of
an ind I spe ra 'sable ule."—ChIcago Even-
ing Jourus .
-It enables ifs readers to keep fully abreast
of the rest thouhht Hod literature of civ !Ma-
tion."—Christian AsIVocate, Pittsburgh.
**In this weekly Magazine the reader finds
all that la worth knowing in the realm or
current literature It is Indispensubh• "—
Canada Preebyterian, Toronto.
Published peekly at pow is year. free of
postage; or Tor $10.10, The Lit ing Aire •nd
any one of the American $4 monthlies (or
Harper's weekly or Bazar- will be sent for a
year, postpaid; or, for $9.5U, The Living Age
and ea•riblier'w Magazine or the Mt Nleholas
Now is the time to subrcribe, b.-ginning
the New Year.
Address. LirTet.L& Co , Boston.
I I STOPS THE PAIN.
&Lek KOH-. kidnev palm weak-
ness, rheumat isa, anti muscular
pains relieved in one minute by
the a:evict-RA Atizi-Psi PLASS-





CORNER LIBERTY and EIGHTH STREETS.
—Repairing cff
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLINC MACHINERY
A SPECIALTY—
A full Supply of
BRASS AND STEAM FITTINGS,
"Perfection" Elevator Purifying Pumps,
Jan. I, POO. Thc Lia Mg Age enten. upon its
Itat volti one
Approa...I In the outset by Judge story,
Chancellor Kent, President lit.110-
flan% Spark A, Preaeott, Ticknor, naLenot,
and many others. It has Met constant
coin menual ion and stieeeius
A weekly it gives more that)
three at quarter liklUalititi
octavo pages ot reading-Mutter yearly ; anti
presents, with acumblised (reggae sa and ttttt -
el telit-0, nowhere attempted.
TM- nest essay., re% teas, eritleisins, tales,
sketches of tray. I anti dire.% ery, poetry,
sea-Mille, biographical. historical alai pu-
ht teal information, (rota the entire buds of
aorign periodieal literature.
It Is therefore Mem luabl.- to every American
rruiler, tits 011ly satisfactorily fresh mad
. 1#11141 hill of an itsitspelou61,16-
eui reit Ilirraturt—thdlspeosahle beeSSUIDe IL
#.MbraCCII the product Mu or t be ablest I i a ing
writers in nil oranenes of literature, self,
poi I tr. and art.
##I,INIt
-There Is no other publication of its Kind
.• itelwrai a.. ita bee ring aud covering the en-
tit.,(1 of literature, art SIMI science, and
hinging bet Weell the saute covere tile ripest,
• sl thutights told the st resUit I. 01 the
a hall we lave. No one who values
ALI intelligeot apprehension of the trend of
the times eau afford to do w lahout
Christian at Work, New 'fort.
"Certain it is that no other magazine can
mike its plum in enabling the busy reader to
Cistern Tope. Tobacco Screws, Etc.
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed






The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
Vff-Four months free storage to planters.
a
THE EFFECTS OF A STORM.
A cyclone of low prices has struck nearly every department
in cur store. The first articles the storm came in
contact with were our immense stock of
Blalliels, Ladlos' miti Guts' Ulltlemear.
The shock was so severe that it has caused the largest
amount of Remnants you ever saw to be seread upon our
center counter, and all must go at cost. krom these the
lightning spread throughout the building, knocking down
pr,cc: on
seep up with can rent I derature."--kplecopal
decorder, Phioulelphia. • •
Junius C. McDavitt,
DENTIST,
Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
ad nexpecting the house would soon be full of customers,
it sprang up stairs to escape through a window and stum-
bled over a remnant of Clothing, priced them down less
than cost and then complimenting our stock of
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS and RUGS
came down the back stairway, jumped into' a case of
LOVELY FRENCH SATEENS,
put them on sale and lett orders that after Apiil 1st no
more tickets should be given out, and then put on a pair
of that grand old man
EMERSON'S HAND-MADE SHOES,
and took a pair of Stribley's Ladies' $2.00 Custom-made




H. H. ABERNATHY, Proprietor.










Ladies' hand-turned French Kid Shoes, Common SenEe and Opera, former price $5
1 66 6. 66 66 6. 6
- 4 00, now 2 75
Ladies' tine Freach Kid, pitent-leather tip, Common Sense, French make, former
00, now $3 50
4 50, now 3 00




LaCtiOSI fin3 Kid, Comm in Sense and Opera Shoes, former price
All Ladies' :',43 00 Shoes must go for
All Ladies' 2 50 Shoes must go for -
All Ladies' 2 00 Shoes marked down to -
All the best 1 50 Shoes go for
Best makes of Men Sb 035, such as Hanan & Son, H. Hess & Bro , former price
now go at a
4 00, now 2 50





6 50 and 6 00
4 00
Ha tan & Sou's $5 00 felines to close at  13 50 I Other makes of $11 ai and $3 00 Shoes reduced to $2 50W. L. Douglass' $4 00 Hand Welt to close at  3 00; Best makes of $2 00 Shoes reduced to  1 SOW.I.. Douglaits' 43 (10 Shoes reduced to 251 Best makes of $1 50 Shoes reduced to   1 -411)•
BIG BARGAINS IN ODDS AND ENDS.
Special low prices on
aundered Unlaundered Shirts
Fine $2 (X) Drees Shirte  
Fine 1 75 Dress Shirts 
Eine 1 50 Dress Shirts 
Gold Laundered Shirts  
To the ."Good name at home," won (told Unlaundered Shine
by Iloott'e Sarsaparilla. In Lowell,
Mass., where it is•prepared, there its
more of Heod's leareaparilla sold
than of all other luediciaes, anti it
has given the best of satisfaction
since its introduction ten years ago.
This could not be if the medicine dld
not possess merit. If you suffer from
impure blood, t ry Hood's Sareapari I-
la and real:ze its peculiar curotive
power.
.tistiol -li Notes.
ANTIOCH, Kr., Mar. 4.—The Viand-
err' and Latoorers' Union has dhang-
eel the time for the regular meeting
at Haddock's school house to 2 o'clock
the second aud fourth Saturdays in
each month. `
Mr. Lewis R. Yancey, of South
Christian, spent Saturday and Sun •
day with the family of him tether,
M r. J. C. Yancey.
.
Mr. Ben Yaneey, of Fruit Hil , was
ifi OHO community last week.
Mr. R. S.-Ralston is quite sic with
the grippe.
The choir will meet at Union C lapel
every Sunday evening at 2 o'cl k.
Mr. S. I.. Hotel will leave for odd
county next week to selltooks.
Rev. H. F. Perry did not inive a
very large audience last Suuddy on
IAaccount of the very cold weathe .
Miss Buns Quarles, of the (.. sky
neighborhood, is visiting relatives in
t.11ites vt-ri.eltimiLitt.);.. Lamb did not flit his
appointmkt at Union Chapel last
Sunday. The cause of his absence is
not known.
eti'e rOlnt Willi Pride."
Assignee's price, $1 50 Silver Laundered Shine 
1 2.5 Silver Unlaundered Shirts', 
1 (Xi Boys' Unlaundered Shirts 
1 (X) Linen Collars, all styles 
75 Celluloid Collars, all styles 
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t,.. MON, 4/110 Ce-•
II 4 TH.lalt.
•te Friday, February 1890.
rO Itt iis Pisraillna la iieeitia-,ttttee
etaott Sass matter. 
tin to fitoitipeiu & aleador tor %tact
• t  paper, and house furnishing 
wells.
The largest stock of u all paper ever
received in /Iopkiusville, at Hopper
' Bros.
Dr. Gunu-Office over City Bank.
Telephone-Office and res (leiter.
Jan. 4, U.
spine anb Soctstm.
Mr. Phil. Hiffumn, of Beverly, was Rev. Mr. Gray, of Mississippi, has
In the oig.yesterday. written to the committee of the Batt-
alion' Afebirfe 1611, kW Tuesday [' tist congregation declining the pas-
for Atilusta. Georgia to - visit rela- toral charge of the church in this city.
tives. Je7.111-
Mr. I.Alria Starling hasreturned
from an extrusive trip through the
West.
Mr. .Ift. 4314 t ha Beverly
neigh * ie town this
istornilie
Jo. Adcock, a prominent farmer of
the Church, 1;14/1 tqe%hhosheod, was
in the city! ion,*esiih4se.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Forwith, of Nash-
ville, have returned to title My, at&
will %eke it their future home.
Mr. i;,n5d 'Pi le: .ilicharieilw. re-
turned yesterday frout lee.)axteitsdank
business trip to the Eastern cities.
Mrs. R. L. Woolfolk arrived yester-
day from Cincluttiti, and will spend_
several weekkagsle, hes avitAiet,
Wheeler. . ,..e
Henu Kroveg_and wife, nee Ellis,
of Henderson, are visiting relatives
and frflittfigiitIWITAty,_ihe former
hoe If t
Miss Fannie Fairle gh Ten this
morning fo6titsitgliarzadifq she
will spend a, ftie
and relatives. s
ove
baby and Miss Annie Smith. all
started Viliddraillaica 1 Mersin , tor a
three weoks visit to Pensacola and
De-Fu n lac Florida.
Okileien earn. Ma-
mie Green, who have been the pleas-
ant gueiltioatIrs. Buoltaner teavell
for steuel time pest, left Mogday for
heir home in Clarksville.
Mr. Hugh McKee lots commeneed
the study of law with Messrs Wood
& Bea. Mr. McKee is- a yetuig man
3f fine promise and wW ‘dialibtlems
succeed in his chosen profession.
The mumat4yetlepert cthe superin•-
tendentsie.4he 41VbStern; Asylum for
the mouth ending .February as
folloeht •-
Patleihar, ehargeti arefored  3
Patfreibt, isapreved.....t •  1
Palleette, eloped.   1
Patients, tikd   3
DIED.
Mest11,11. I?) Christian, Consump-
tion.
Ben F. Newton, McCracken,
EPU411*.
Mary A. Bennett, Muhlenburg,
Epilogs"; •
Raisterly Reoeserow.
A novel and unique entertainment
will be giveer by the.Y. W. C. T. U.
at Anderson's store, on 8th street,
Fridakereeelag. The young ladies
of the of the organization ore making
exteasive prsparstioadfor. the recep-
tion sad entertainment_ of their
friendIV They will not only provide
exceilldequItehbeit; Ines ntranged
a musical program which will prove
a strong point in their favor. Sever-
al of Hopkinsville's- most seeom-
plashed amateurs have eonsented to
participate in the exercises. Not the
least altaaetivalfsliture ef that pro-
gram will be the solo by Miss -Willie
Hughes, of Morganliald, who, mi.Vio-
let, saw herself into ths affeejlellif of
the Ho$kinsvflle public.
f-'1-1114fo44eeffoitsehr.
Milton Latter, alias Babb, col., was
arrested by the chief of pollee this
morning:* kieharge of Meal ng a
mule ?Irene' Only fn floberston
county, Tenn. The mule was sold at
Guthrie to a white man stamed.flowl
lag who took the animal to Spring-
field whart...1g was identified by t
owner!' Luster is an old offender, and
has serted,a,terni for it in the peal-
tentlari Iota similar offense.
Mrs. Edmunds Will
The last will and testament of the
late Mrs. Mollie Edmunds was ad-
mitted to probatd in the ffterk's
office Monday. 'the instrument is
In the hand-writing of NW testator
and bears the date of May 17, 1884.
It provides first for the payment of
e her just debts. After this has been
done she desires that all of her prop-
erty, personal and real, remain intact
until her youngest child John T. has
attained his majority. She, then
deeires that her entire estate be
divided_ equally between her four
child tr,,,,,,,,.,,,, Of
her the income
from h te • v equally be-
twat,' hilikbiels delis* the
expense Incident to his education.
James H. Moore of New York City
and her daughter Mary are made
41,400,.. guardians to her infant heirs. Mr.
Moore illeillihrexecuture -
op, 
4 ila Ticket Made.
The calimaieltee appotaitsa to extent
the votes cast in the late Republican
primary completed the task at a late
hour Wednesday evening. The books
from each.. oreatee‘staero.earefrally
gone over. Thatalbsult tett* official
count iseatifolhoesilt st:3' rd'
For county judge, A. H. Anderson,
1,908.
le For county attorney, John Feland,
Jr.. 1,6.5p;, Herr), .Verpre, 388• •
For cotteil:ebirle Nola, ji,V5.
For aemsder, Waitaki 'fiet; Lit-
tlefield, 500; Lillard, 640.
For jabocr, Banker:1;y, 78E4' _Eierett,
810; Walker, 101; Allen, 58.
For conaty superinteteteet,„ Ren-
shaw, 1 ; L'pdeewood, 121;
For Or,. Reidgerai fink tong,
4y
SO. 1., ...# llt t,
For ottiele4 Courtney, NM ; (11.4-
dish, 3210,11e4rgent, 41.
The tickets are now made.
The e ..arlifying. 'soh other
i.erft come.
A7 THE COURT HOUSE.
A protracted meeting will begin at
the Christian Church next Sunday
evening. Elder C. S. Lucas the dis-
tinguished Virginia Revivalist will
conduct the meetings.
The case of • the Commonwealth
against David & Wills charged with
selling spirits was called in the Cir-
cuit Court; yesterday.'  The jury
failed to agree, and was dismissed.
. A gentleman of. this eity is in re-
ceipt of a letter from a prominent
cial at Ironkfort stating that the
legislature will probably be in session
uhtli•the middle of May.
The Butterfly reception to be given
by the Y. W. i. T. U. at Anderson's
attire on ,ixth street. Friday night,
yip be an exceedlogly novel and in-
teresting entertainment. Tickets of
admission will be sold at 25 cents.
Oa I
The city court docket Tuesday
wmtutruenally large. Nearly all of
the, ',offenders were charged with
*- kunkentiese and disorderly conduct.
hur-alleilique, Janes Bradley and
Alex. Looter were *mai 'fined $5 00
and cost for this offence.
. ,
TbVIseetless Minstrels comtem plate
a trip to Princetortand Henderson in
the near future. The people of the
former city are anxious to witness
their famous performance, and have
gearanteed a three -handred dollar
house.
EldeeC. Sf. Lucas has Written to
the committee 14 the Christian
church accepting the invitation to
assist the pastor in conducting a se-
ries of meetings. He will arrive
Sunday and the service will begin
immediately after.
A very large and appreciative audi-
ence greeted the Peerless Minstrels
at Trenton, Friday even ingr The per-
formance was highly er4ditable to
those who participated in it and prov-
ed entirely satisfactory to the audi-
ence. The young people from this
city were hospitably entertained by
the citizens of Trenton, whose prais-
es they are still singing.
Mrs. Beaumont, an accomplished
lady from Sheffield, Ala., who has
been conducting a large dancing
school at Madisonville, will come to
this city next week with a view to
organizing a class. She will no doubt
secure a large number of pupils in
Hopkinsville.
Lake City Herald: Mr. John A.
Twyman, the Doctor's father, and
his nephew, Master Eddy Baker; left
last week for home, Hopkinsville,
Mr. Twyman intended to have
made his stay longer, but was un-
expectedly called borne on important
business. They went on a Halting
and hunting excursion while here,
and, we understand, enjoyed their
brief visit very much.
Mrs. L. Nash is now back at her
rooms over Bassett's dry goods
store, and is prepared to make up
ladles costumes after the latest and
most fashionable designs. Mrs. Nash
is an artist in her line, and shows
conuseeddable enterprise in al ways
keeping" fully &break of the times,
and promptly supplying her patrons
:with-the latest changes made by the
whimsical goddess, fashion, in the
draping of the female form divine.
Mr. M. G. Miller has sold his drug
store at Pembroke, to Mr. Galbreath,
of Goodlettsville, Tenn., who will
lake possession of the stock .at once.
The dry goods departinent was sold
last week to the McGehee Bros., of
Clarksville. They will proceed with-
out delay to invoice the goods and
will open under their firm name at an
early date. Mr. Miller will leoute his
handsome building to the new firms
and will, it is hoped, remain in Pem-
broke.
The Wheels of Jesatoe Set in Motion
Tuesday Morning.
The wheels of justice were set in
4 motion for the seml-annual grind
Tuesday without any unnecessary de-
lay. As soon as the juries for the
pretreat term had been empaneled
• Tort was taken up just where it was
left off el: months ago.
erA large number of Commonwealth
eases which have been upon the dock-
et for years and-eontinnad from term
to term loguirtiemosugre were bled
away dhiallesd pr eft Ito !sect
TI3* Affileaffeelakess op *as that of
the State against Pree Yancey, who
elands charged with giving liquor to
▪ minor.- After hearing the evidence
and shoo; arguments from Attorneys
for Commonwealth and defendant
the jury returned a verdict fining
him $60.
The jurors enspeneled by the sheriff
to-serve during the first half of the
present term are as follows: W. D.
Simpson, Frank Witty, W. B. Lanier,
A. K. Cox, J. G. Yameey, J. R. Davie.
J. C. Hite, J. RiellrAy, J. 0. Daniel,
R. H. Moog." n 'Barnes, .J. B.
-tfr
E. R. Elliott, M. 134. Davis, George
Bradley, Ben Caldwell, C. E. Barker,
W. I. &stall, Edward Long, Hamp
Bradshaw, I. H. Jones, G. W. Shaw.
WilliamFanl1 William Reeder,
rocs,
Whatever may be the decision of
the court of appeals regarding the
Ohio Valley railroad, we should
know it at once. The case was sub-
mitted on January 15th, and the
people were promised an early
answer. The matter is of vital im-
portance to us and ite urgency de-
mands prompt atteution. Whether
the decision be for or against the
legality of the bonds there is no occa-
sion for withholding it.
The ease of the Commogwealth
against W. B. Long, charged drith as-
saulting H. C. McCord, at Crofton,
two years ago, came up for hearing in
the circuit court Wednesday. Upon
the agreement of parties the case was
submitted to the court. Long was
fined $30 and the matter was dismiss-
ed. At the late term of the circuit
court, Lout( was sued by McCord, who
claimed to have suffered to the extent
of $10,000 by reason of the assault.
The case was tried by a jury and the
plaintiff was given one cent and cost.
Mr. John J. Metcalfe has an adver-
tisement in this paper which every
one should read. He is the proprie-
tor of the Hopkineville Machine
Works, on the corner of Eighth and
Liberty streets, and makes &specialty
of repairing engines, boilers, thresh-
ers and milling machinery. He has
a large supply of brass and steam
fittings, pumps, cistern tops, etc., and
I. selling all of these articles at re-
markably reasonable figures. Mr.
Metcalfe is an enterprisiug, ener-
getic and upright business man, and
amply deserves a liberal share of the
patronage of the general public. Per-
sons needing anything in his Ilue will
find it much to their interest to call
on him.
A gentleman from the Belieview
vicinity Informs us that! the pub-
lished statements relative to the
storm's damage in his neighborhood
convey no idea of the real extent.
He says that the los* to citizens le
the eouatry between. Be/levies", and
Pee Dee will not aggregate less than
$.50,000. Thirty barns were blown to
the ground and agricultural im-
plInsents of every description, to-
gether with con a and tobacco, greatly
In3Jared. He says further that no
less than twenty residences were
damaged, several being entirly de-
stroyed. For many days after the
storm the country over which It
swept, presented a wasted appear-
ance. Fences and timber were scat-
tered over the entire landscape, and
the wreck of ceetfy improvements
seen øà every hand.
The doctor could not tell what ailed me,
bat I was helpless and could not use my
hands or feet. One day • neighbor brought
me a bottle of Bull's !Unsparing and I after-
wards got two bottles more, by using which
I am now sound sod well and able to he out












Thompson Seed Sowers, A,c., &c.
JNO. B. GREEN it CO.
•
Venril formotna•.
Renshaw & Brayher, to. iture
dealers and undertakers. a II
Fula RENT-A d-osirable edi age.
Apply t** Dr. Ando- a seance'''.
CHOF 10A.
A Gil i I HE MK tittnr. •t
OF NOR Clilils II VA.
A '110ivinic e it Which
tog LtmspiiIi Into
Prominence.
Thirteen miles north of Hopkins-
elite, and six miles south of Hopkins
county, lies, like a jewel upon the
brow of North Christian, the thriving
and progressive little city of Crofton,
with a present populatiou of nearly
four hundred souls, which is rapidly
increasing.
In 1871 the flat e which Crofton
flow stands was an old field and not!
a single house was upon the site of
this now prosperous village. When
the railroad was first built, Mr. J. E.
Croft, in whose honor the place is
aimed, built at his own expense, a
side track and depot and the first
store in the place. At that tittle the
country around was covered with its
virgin growth of timber,in the tangled
wilds of which deer were occasionally
met. The people of that eect ten were,
as a I ule, poor, living in rather rude
dwellings and only cultivating suffi-
cient laud to satiefv their primitive
wants.
But all of this is now changed. In
no part of the country has such rapid
and substantial progress been made
in the last fifteen years as that- stir-
rouuding (7rofton. The rude house
of hewn logs has been succeeded by
the nice frame cottage with its white
walls and green blinds, surround. d
by neat palhogs, where flower beds
evince the refinement and esthetic
tastes of the occupittit. Enter one
of these cottages and ail is neatness
and order. The hospitality is open-
handed and generous,and the stranger
is at once made to feel at home and
that he is amongst a people who are
generous, not from policy, but be-
cause it is nature to theni.
Such are the changes that have
come over the people north of us gen-
erally and On and arouutl Crofton
particularly. As showing the spirit
which animates the citizens of Crof-
ton and their anxiety to foster all
that tends to material advancement
of the moral and intellectual man, it
may be mentioned here that a high
school was built by donations and
private subscriptioos, an elegant
building by the way, and is now
rnaintaiued by district and city taxa-
tion as supplemeutal to State aid.
This school is now under the efficient
utanagement of Prof. C. B. Pitman,
who has two assistants in the work.
The average attendance is 140 pupils.
The most conspicuous manufactur-
ing establishment of which Crofton
can boast, is a large flouring mill
owued by J. E. Croft, and operated
by Mr. Ensminger. This mill con-
tains all the modern improvements
and supplies a large area of country
with meal anti flour. Crofton has
also quite a number of stores. The
most noticeable being that of Mr. J.
E. Croft, a large two story brick
building, filled with all the goods
which go to make the complete stock
of a general supply store. Mr. C. A.
Brasher, the NEW Etta's talented
correspondent, is also among the
leading merchants and presides over
the distribution of Uncle Sam's mail.
He is a live and progressive citizen.
W. H. Martin and Long & Brasher
have each well equipped drug stores,
and carry large stocks. The hotel is
presided over by Mr. C. M. Day, and
is an excellent hostelry. Mr. Day is
also depot agent and telegraph opera-
tor, and is one of the busiest men in
town.
The health of the people in the
town and vicinity is looked after by
Drs. Jackson, Hendricks, Pool and
Rae, who are all competent physi-•
clans and clever gentlemen. There
are three churches in town represent
lag -three denominations, Baptist,
Christian and Methodist. Also a
Masonic lodge and John Boyd Poet,
0. *. R.
Six miles north of Crofton is a
place of considerable historic inter-
est. It is known as Salt Lick, and is
eaui to be the first place in the Mis-
sissippi Valley where salt was manu-
factured. The tradition is that Indi-
ans showed the salt spring to Daniel
Boone and another man whose name
is not known, in 1783; and that they
visited the spot. The man who was
with Boone located there and sunk a
well about thirty feet deep, walling
it up with puncheons. The kettles
in which the salt Was boiled were
floated down the Ohio river from
Pittsburg, then up the Cumberland
from whence they were brought over
land. Salt was made here for about
ten years at the rate of eight or nine
bushels per day.
At this point oil exudes from the
earth, and there are also indications
of natural gas. At one time efforts
were made to secure oil, and the re-
sult was that the salt stream was
ruined by oil being turned into it. A
company of Eastern and Kentucky
capitalists are, at this time, engaged
in prospecting in this locality with a
view to ascertaining if oil can be
found in paying quantities. Thiscom-
pany is headed by Mr. T. B. Atkin-
son, of Earlington. If they succeed,
the oil will be piped to Crofton for
shipment, and then the place will
have a boom in earnest.
FAH Wheeler's Good Luck.
Ticket No. 98,45.5 drew the capital
prize of $600,000 in the December
drawing of the Louisiana State Lot-
tery. One-fortieth of this ticket was
held by Earl Wheeler, living at No.
69 Grove street in this city. A Dem-
ocrat reporter to-day called upon Mr.
Wheeler and learned that the ticket
had been placed in the hands of
Banker J. Vedder Morris for collec-
tion, and agent B. F. Oliver of the
American Express Company paid
Mr. Morris the acuount-$15,000-lees
$101.55 express charges on the 10th
inst. Mr. Morris deposited the
amount in the Farmer's National
Bank in his own name at the request
of Mr. Wheeler. The latter dislikes
notoriety, hence this roundabout pro-
ceeding. That the amount has been
received, and that the Louisiana State
Lottery Company fulfilled its obliga-
tions, Mr. Morris verities, and his
word cannot be questioned.-Amster.
dam (N. Y., Democrat, Jan. 17.
Beach & Bowers.
The next attraction at the Opera
House will be Beach & Bowers' Min-
strels. This is one of the best bal-
anced minstrel troupes upon the
road, as those who witnessed their
performance last season can testify.
A recent issue of the Kansas City
News says of the performance:
"Beach & Bowers' Minstrels gave a
highly satisfactory entertainment at
the Ninth Street Theatre last night.
The performance is more like a gen-
uine burnt cork entertainment than
anything of the kind 'teen here this
season. While not claiming the
earth, the entertainment gives better
satisfaction th many so-called'
'mastodons," "champions," and oth-
er specialty shows masquerading as
minstrels."
Tree, 'Tie Pity. Pity 'Tic. 'Tim True
More than two, thirds of our sick folks are
treated by ignorant end unskillful physi-
cians, and were it not for the wonderful re-
cup.rative power of nature, a much larger
propotion would be hurried prematurely In-
to the grave on account of erroneous treat-
ment. People are mostly themselves to
Name. They are along time getting sick but
demand immediate relief. So for dyspepola
and indigestion the doctor prn,cribes a ca-
thartic pill, for an acidulated stomach /401Ile
alkali, for pain sonic hot liniment, for sleep-
lessness smile narcotic, for skin diseases
some external ointment, and so might crone-
ouo treatment be enumerated to greeter
length, hut enough it Is to show the doctor
attn. to give quirk temp. rary relief. without
hope or expectation of any permanent good.
Now nine time,' out of ten dyspepsia, weak
stomach, aches, pains, sleeplessness, nerv-
ousness, skin dimes-es, etc., owe their origin
to a state of defective circulation and blood
impurity, and the Ulu of that ocientific rem-
edY :Invented by he entinent Dr. John
Bull, of Louisville, Ky., would effect a per-
manent cure. It Is C/Illf•d Dr. Bull's Sarsapa-
rilla. Demand It of your druggist. Take no
other.
SERANGE DisAPPEARANt I..
Young Patti Ellis W.tittlerai Away From
foie Fat h.-e's Home.
Vali! Ellie has disappeared and his
when-idioms sre unknown even to
his itU: ediate
He has Been seen by no one since
Monday moruing, when he left his
f 'a er breakfast table an started ;
down towie The suspicions of his ered about him 
a company of aina-
family were not aroused until Tues- teurt who,
 with several exceptions,
gall to arouse serious alarm. His un wort h
y of the parts
entirely unworthy of him awl
in a Hell t hey
day, when his protracted absence be- are
father and brother at once intitituted are elu't. 
Their iguorauce might be
enquiry among his con,,,,,,,ious but I readily 
overlooked, and their utter
failed to learn anything which could ' lack of ever
y quality essential to the
' successful production of a strong p ay
and the development of au intricate
plot, pass unnoticed,if they acted sim-
ply as amateurs. But in going before
intelligent people as the support of an
actor whose ability is recognized and
whose talent unquestioned, they be-
learned his father left the city follow- 
come subjects for criticism and tar-
ing the Palmyra road almost to its 
gets for ridicule.
terminus, but his search was fruitless
and all his enquirit s aloug the route
resulted in no definite information.
his ':attier and brother were joined
by several other relatives and friends
of the young man this morning and a
thorough search is uow being conduct-
ed.
Paul Ellis ho a son of Mr. Allen El-
lis, a leading citizen of Hopkinsvilie.
Ile is about 18 years of age and during
the past two years, has been in the
employ of Judge Jo. McCarron as
Secretary and stenographer. He had
acquired wonderful proficiency in
this line and was regarded as a very
expert stenographer. He attended
closely and diligently to his duties,
rarely eeeaking to any one, and man-
ifesting en aversion to society.
He was extremely retiring in
his nature and as a conse-
quence had but few intimate friends.
Those oho know him best, speak of
him as a young man of admirable
moral character and a very close stu-
dent.
For inauy months he has been in
bad health, and was subject to fre-
quent attacks of melancholiy and
despondency. His eccentric and er-
ratic habits naturally suggested an
unbalanced mind, and this theory is
greatly strengthened by his late
mysterious disappearance.
It is now thought that the young
man wandered away in a fit of tem-
porary mental aberration.
positibly aid them in their search for
the misting young man.
Judge Winfree .reported having
seen him on Monday morning walk-
ing slowly out the Palmyra road, but
he had attached no importance to the
circumstance. As PO011 all this Was
Paul Ellis Found.
A dispatch received by Mr. John
Ellis, from C!aiksville at 2 o'clock
yesterday, states that Paul Ellis,
the young man who mysteriously dis-
appeared from his father's home in
this city Monday,had just been found.
The message was sent by Mr. H. A.
Hambough. It does not detail the
circumstances of the young man's
capture, but states that be had ad-
mitted his name sod residence.
Mr. R. F. Ferguson, of this city,
saw him at Barker's mill Tuesday
evening. He appeared embraesed
and as Mr. Ferguson thought, out of
his right mind. He said that he had
walked down the Palmyra road to
Garrettsburg, and across the country
to Barker's mill. He seemed anxious
to go to Clarkeville, and enquired the
way of Mr. Ferguson.





Sales by H. H. Abernathy March
5th, of 2.3 hogsheads tobacco as fol-
lows:
7 hlide. common and medium leaf
$7 40 6 95 6 25 6 25 4 ti5 4 00 3 80.
16 hhds. lugs 3 10 2 65 3 00 2 90 2 95
2 00 1 m5 1 80 1 65 1 65 1 60 1 51 1 50 1 50
1 46 1 25.
Market very active with prices a
shade in advance of last week's re-
port. H. H. ABERNATHY.
Sales by Nat Gaither Co., of 15
hogotheads as follows:
8 hhds. medium to good leaf $8 00
7 35 6 70 6 65 6 30 6 00 5 .50 5 50.
2 hhds. corutnon leaf 40 4 95
5 'aids. lugs 3 25 2 75 2 50 2 3.5 2 1.5.
Market strong with active demand
for desirable tobacco.
CLARKSVILLE.
Sales by Win. H. Turnley & Bro.,
of the Elephant warehouse Clarks-
ville, Tenn., for week ending March
5th, 1890, of 39 hogsheads as follows:
1 Mid. medium leaf, new $7 10.
1 hhd. medium leaf, old 5 90.
4 hhds. common and low leaf, old
5 50 5 405 00 4 60.
7 hhds. cenimou and low leaf, new
460 4 50 4 25 4 00 3 95 3 90 3 50.
3 hhds. godd lugs, old 4 00 3 25 2 HO.
7 Mids. good lugs, new 3 25 3 20 300
3 00 2 95 2 95 2 W.
2 Wide. medium lugs, new 2 70 2 00.
iii.ds eonintion lugs and trash,
old and new 2 00 200 2 00 195 140 135
125 1 25 1 25 1 20 1 15 110 110 110.
--••••••••••-•••••••---_
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollard Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, Lave known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in
all business transactions and finan-
cially able to, carry out any obligation
made by their firm.
WEST & TRAIN,
Wholesale I iruggists, Toledo, 0.
WALDINO,KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholetiale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
E. H. VAN HOESAN,
Cashier Toledo, National Bank, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Price 750. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists.
, Mr Nouree'm Reception.
[(7 municated.;
There were.niany happy hearts at
the "Manse" on Campbell St. last
Friday night. The congregation of
the Ninth street Presbyterian church
assembled, by invitation of its much
beloved Pastor. With music, pleas-
ant intercourse of congenial hearts
and games, the hours sped on, till a
summons to the dining-room revealed
a surprise. There was a table beau-
tifully set, anti filled with those
substantial and de:icacies that tempt
the appetite of hungry man! This
was presided over by our hostess who
won much admiration for her ease
and careful thought for all. The
hour of departure came only too
moon, and regret was expressed that




Of ihe American people are troubled
with a most annoying, troublesome
and disagreeable cotuplaint called
'Catarrh." It is not necessasy to be
so troubled. It is demonstrated be-
yond question that Ciark's Extract
of Flax Papillon) Catarrh Cure im-
mediately relieves and permanently
cures Catarrh. A thorough and fair
trial will convince you.
Use Clarke's Flax Soap for the
Skin. Catarrh Cure ;1.011. Soap 25
cents. At H. B. Garner's Pharmacy.
•
Hon. Ben Terrell,
Washington, D. C., National lec-
turer of "Farmers' and Laborers'
Union," will speak in the court hous,,
at Hopkinsville, 10 a. m., April 10th,
(Thursday). Bro. Terrell has more
than a national reputation as an ora-
tor, and will fully explain the princi-
ples and aims of the order. Ev-
erybody invited. The brethren will
please turn out in full force.
Fraternally,
E. F. COYNER, COI. kitio.
Walter Matt wows.
That was a very small audience
a bleb assembled at the Opera House
Wednesday to Wall. S•4 the perform.
nine of "Nodule, or Wondania
by Mr. Walter Ma:thews and his
c om anpy
Mr. Mattheue haa done himself
a great iejustice in the select iou of
his support. Ile has. sacrificed his
oen interests to friendship and gath-
These rel.:Larks are prompuol by
motives of friendship for ,Mr. Mat-
thews. His own reputation in other
sections is yet to be made. The repu-
tation of this company will always be
more or less associated with his
name.
"Netore, or a Wonian•s Love," is a
drama of no little literary merit. It
affords- ta the leading characters a
broad field for powerful dramatic
work. There is scope for emotional
acting which is seldom found in mod-
ern drama. It abounds in situations
of thrilling interest. The pathetic
and the humorous are judiciously
distributed and neither is sacrificed
to the other. But it requires $ well-
balanced company to bring out the
beauties of the play, and invest the
performance with the spirit which
moved the author. Mr. Matthews'
company, as a whole signally failed
to do this, and as a consequence the
play at times was exceedingly stale
and flat.
Of Mr. Matthews' individual effort,
too much cannot be !said. In Paul
Reding, he is perfectly at ease. His
interpretation of the character is dig-
nified and manly, showing patient
study and a conscientious endeavor
to be taithful to his conception. Al-
though there are several situations
in the play where a little ranting
might be excused in a young actor,
he dues not approach the danger line,
but preserves throughout the calm
demeanor which would have charae-
terized the conduct of a gentleman
had the conditions been real instead
of imaginary. At the close of the
second act where Paul discovers that
his own mother is the victim of de
Lerma's villiany, his work is intense-
ly realistic.
Since his last visit to Hopkineville
Mr. Mathews has made wonderful
Improvement. His style is more
matured, his manner more
polished and voice richer and
fuller. All this goes to show
that he has improved nib time by
dilegent application and study. The
future holds bright laurels for Walter
Mathews and Hopkinoville will one
day be proud of having given him to
the stage.
Hal Reid and Miss Dunham are
possible exceptions to the geeeral
worthlessness of the company. The
former makes • reasonably fair vii-
lien it is said by the way, to come
natural„ while the latter, will some
day be a very good actress if she
perseveres. Miss Westbroolte has a
pretty pair of lower limbs which in
the opinion of the gallery Gods and
the bald headed row ataue in some
measures for her poor acting. Mr.
A. McGrath should either be
knocked on the head with a fifteen
cent axe-handle or sent to serve an
apprenticeship with a country mer-
chants.
SPF.CIAL NOTICE.
Eirtneni and, Laborer's Union of
Christian County.
BRETHREN ;--I take great pleasure
in announcing that I am now ready
to _serve you as County Business
Agent,having given satisfactory bond
that I will act fair and square with
you, which is my heartfelt purpose
as well as duty. Will keep samples
at my office, ready to give you special
prices on all kind of implements,
machinery, etc., etc. that you need,
in fact there is nothing that your
wants demand but what I shall en-
deavor to save you money, and as
time and experience goes on I hope
to be able to assist you more and
more in saving you money, for you
kre aware that in business "a dollar
saved is a dollar niatle," so come to
see tine, Present your certificates and
reap the benefits, Brethren! the way
to eueke our grand organization a
success is to stand to each other, and
the glorious principles on which our
order is instituted. We should work
in harmony; let no petty difference
mar that brotherly regard we should
sustain toward each other. But like
the Eagle, the glorious emblem of
our country, as it mounts on its
pinions toward heaven, keepe itseyes
on the Sun, mounting -higher and
higher, until having risen above all
earthly obstacles soars away in
etherial space with perfect rose and
satety. Sott is with the "Union,"
if we only keep in view the grand
principles of our beloved order VIZ.
Unity aud "equal rights for all
special privileges to none" we will
finally reach that place which lies
far above the groveling, tyrannical
opposition by which we are now
surrounded, and be enabled to enjoy
"liberty and justice" which is due
every citizen of America, and widen
was banded doe u trout the hands of
Washington, Adams and Jeffersou,
uusulled, and which was intended by
them to be enjoyed by the people of
this Republic for all time to come.
Fraternally.
E. F. CovNER,
C. C. Business Agent.
Fairview Mills, Ross A. Rogers,
agent. Warerootu at Randle & Ely's,




CH icAtio, March 6.-The cabled an-
nouncement of the death of young
Abraham Lincoln, in London, yester-
day, though not unexpected, was re-
ceived lo this city with deep regret.
His father, Robert T. Lincoln, the on-
ly surviving son of the President, has
made his home in this city for many
years, and besides gathering about
him a large circle of warm friends,
has challenged the admiration of his
fellow-citizens who were not person-
ally acquainted with him by a dis-
play of exceptional ability in the pub-
lic position to whieli he has been
It is known that Mr. Lincoln was
very averse to accepting the position
whieh be now occupies. His son
Abraham, a boy of seventeen years,
became ill soon after his arrival in
London and remained so to the hour
of his death. To friends from Chica-
go whom he saw in London, even at a
time when it was supposed that the
sufferer would recover, Mr. Lincoln
expressed a very earnest sorrow that
he had permitted himself to accept
the position.
The death of young Abraham is a
particularly poignant grief to his
parents and a special loss to the
world, because lie is Mr. Lincoln's
only son, and with him the male line
of Lincoln threatens to become ex-
tinct.
Druggists, you stetted Kielty* hick, a good
supply of Dr Bull's Wortil la•atrayeraoti
hand. Mothers want these candles for their
children and a ont bike any other.
THE LEGISLATURE. 
RHODE ISLAND DEMOCRATIC
They Nominate A mate Ticket and
811.1. Volt THE BENEFIT oF MI- Ratify Party Principles.
NEiti. PASSED PRovtuRNcE, R. I., March 6 -At
the Democratic State Convention,
The .Judge diseksee Matter and the
lOttalitutional Convention
Bill Poet ponctl.
FRANK FoRT, KY., March 6 -The
House made another stagger at the!
Jackson reports yesterday, but again
potoponed action until Friday week,
n oo acc unt ,,f the absence of Mr. Mc-
Chord,a hois especially interested in
the supplemental major:ty report.
The Constitutional Conventionbill
was also (lodged again. It was or-
dered printed last Saturday, and yes-
terday a further order was entered
postponing action on the bill until
Friday, March 7.
Mr. Shouse, of Woodford, offered a
resolution calling on the Auditor
for information as to the amount of
money paid out during 1897 and 1e88,
for the supeort of the Bureau of Ag-
rieulture, Horticulture and Statistics.
The resolution was adopted.
Having shifted to a future day the
ituportant matters of the Constitu-
tional Convention, the Jackson re-
port and the lottery, the House got
to work on the bill to require corpo-
rations operating mines and manu-
factories to pay their employees in
lawful money, prohibiting the use of
script or merchandise checks, and re-
quiring full settlement at least every
two weeks. The bill has had a hard
time to get to a vote on its passage,
having frequently been recommitted,
postponed and otherwise delayed.
It was once more reported yesterday
mfro the Committee it e on Mines and
Mining, who expressed the opinion
that it should pass without any of the
amendnuents that had been offered.
The fight over it wasthe main fea-
ture of yesteray's session. Mr.
Cooper offered substitute which was
the original hill divested of the clause
making it a Misdemeanor to issue the
script or checks.
Mr. Richardson offered a substitute
which py6hibite the tote of scrip, but
does not require settlements every
two weeks. It requires settlement
within thirty days from demand.
Debate was cut off by a prompt
moving of the previous question by
Mr. Ryan, of Louisville. Mr. Settle
and other opponents of the bill pro-
tested against being prevented from
discussing the bill, but the House
ordered the vote on the bill and
amendments.
Dr. Norman, who oflered the bill,
was allowed a few minutes in which
to explain it. He produced an enor-
mous petition, signed by 1,200 miners
and other laborers, asking the paseare
of the bill, and also a resolution adopt-
edby the Farmers' Alliance in favor
of the bill.
Mr. Blackerby's amendment to ex-
empt railroad contractors from the
provisions of the bill was lost.
Mr. Cooper made a feeble attempt
o hang up the bill by raising points
of order at every step, and by making
motions to adjourn. His calls for
yeas and nays couldn't get a second
and both Mr. Settle, who was in the
chair, and the House sat upon the
gtottleniate
The atneudniente were all rejected.
Mr. Richardson withdrew his substi-
tute, and Mr. Cooper's substitute was
rejected. The bill was then passed,
and is one of the most important that
has yet passed the House, affecting
millions of dollars of invested capital.
The gentlemen who voted nay on
the passage of the Miners' Wages bill
were: Blackery, Cooper, Green, Kin-
kead, Moore, McClure Petty,: Riley,
Settle, Stephenson, Tomlinson and
Triplett.
The bill passed by yeas 60, nays 12.
The bill offered by the Prison Com-
mittee vesting the control of the State
prisons in a Board of Commissioners
of Prisons and Charities and taking
it from the Sinking Fund Commie-
sioners, came up to-day. The board is
to consist of five members appointed
by the Governor, who shall act with-
out compensation. It shall appoint
a Secretary at a salary not exceeding
fifteen hundred dollars, who shall
have an office at Frankfort. The board
s given control of the prisons and all
charitable institutions in the State.
Further consideration of the bill
was postponed to Friday of next week.
Ashby Warren, son of the member
from Lincoln, was added to the list
of pages. Several other names were
offered, but the Housethought this
enough for this time.
The hour for the orders of the day
brought the Committee on Education
forward again. Several local bills
were reported and passed, when the
Hewitt bill, for the establishment of
State normal schools, was presented
with the recommendation that it pass.
Time teadingof the bill was called for,




I have opened up first-class sa-
loon, opposite Schmitt's restaurant,
and propose to keep at all times the
choicest brands of liquors, 'wines,
beer & etc., and will be pleased to
have m wy old friends and the 'hin.




Persons knowing themselves in-
debted to H. B. Garner are requested
to call at the elierifrs office and settle
where they will find either myself, J.
Sol. Fritz or Mr James Wallace who
are authorized to receipt for same.
W. NI. WEST, Assignee
Of H. B. GARNER.
yesterday, "Honest"  John W'  . Davis,
of Pawtucket, was nominated for
Governor; Capt. John Waters, of
Newport, for lieutenant Governor,
with the rest of the 1887 ticket.
in their platform the Demo:Tata
declare their adhesion to all whole-
some forms tending to purity of elec-
tions, economy in administration and
aboliehment of oppressive monopo-
lies, condemning the latest form of
monopoly-the trust-under which
vast aggregations of eapital continue
to strangle individual enterprise and
to surpress healthful competition.
They affirm devotion to principles
of tariff reform as enunciated by ex-
President Cleveland in official utter-
ances, and demand the abolition of
customs tax on raw material. Our
diversified industries, they say,
should no longer be compelled to lan-
guish under the oppression of a war
tax to enrich an overflowing treasury
and gratify the cupidity of unserup-
ulous legislators.
They condemn the wholesale traffic
In public °Me •-* earried on by the
Chief Executive of the nation as a
gross violation of his pledges. They
heartily commend the Democratic
members of the National House of
Representatives in their stand
against the partizan conduct of the
Speaker.
They congratulate the people upon
the adoption of ballot reform, and
pledge themselves to strengthen the
system.
They demand a revision of the Con-
stitution of the State, doing away
with the requisition that the Govern-
or must receive absolute majority of
all the votes cast or the election goes
to the Legislature. I,
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: '"Owen's Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
suffering from diarrhea and summer
complaint.
Owing to the unavoidable delay of
the material ordered for the double
edition of the NEW ERA, which was
to appear next Saturday, it has been
postponed until Saturday NI arch 15.
On that day and on each succeeding
Saturday it will be issued as an eight
page paper. In the meauwhiletadver-
Boers who wish to avail themselves
of the wide circulation which is as-
sured, should send in their favors.
SWIFT'S SPECIFIC.,=:,-----
FOR rtaavati 'it At
tatirt tyrZrits, tlimmatisse
all Poisons from the Blai4
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origia, this /trek
orally* hen No tqual . .
" For eschteese seurahit I Aid NM
eativez art eee trey fewer,. I was
treated h best Jere! Aints‘saist,
Lid aka:wed so relief; Me more
cradrally grew worse. I finally
teak .S. .S..S., Dia sos era:rely
erred after unwe slew 1,011‘.4."
C. 11. Mo Limosto,
Hrooderstew, Tea.
rnitEATiSie on Blood sad Skim
1 Disuse' mailed free.
Tsui SWIFT SPILCIFIC Co,
Atlanta, Ga.







For the Choicest Wines, Liquors,
Beer, or Rye Whisky 12 years old
at 15 cents a drink call at
Davis & Ricketts,




H ABYSS'S BAZAR iv a joUrna, Mr Int horns.
tilvImg the latest information will regard to
the Fashions, its numerous illustration*.
M-ates and pattern -Nt tnteet suppleents
abrilliaspensable alike to the home dreamt-
maker and the prcrfassiona, modiste. No
,•.pense is nailed In making its artistic
iractIveness of the highest order It/ clever
; short stories, parlor piny. and thoughtful sa-
es • satisfy all tastes and its last port is As-
1111AIN as a budget of wit and humor In its
wee, ty issues everything is lecluded which
I. of Interest to women During IMO Oliver
Thorne Miller, Christine Terbune 'derrick
and Mary Lowe Dickinson will respectively
furnish • series of papers on **Three Meals a
Day" and Woman of the Period." The serial




HARPER'S BAZAR $4 00
HARPER'S MAGAZINE 4 00
HARPER'S WEEKLY.  4..
HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE A. 2 IS
Postage free to all subscribers in the ratted
States. Canada and Mexico.
The Volumes of the Bazar begin with Use
first number for January of each year. Wheel
no time is mentions 1, subscriptions will be-
gin with the t umber current at the time of
receipt of order
Bound N'olumes of liarper's Bazar for three
year. back, In neat cloth binding, will be went
by mall, postage paid, or by taproom. free of
expense (provided the freight does not exceed
one dollar per volume), for r.00per velum*
Cloth Caeca for each volume, suitable for
binding, will be rent by mail, post paid, on
receipt of II Meech.
Remittanees should se made toy PoMoMee
Money Order or Draft, to avoid
loss.
140W,Ne
wspapers are not to copy lb
ment without the express order of
& BRoTH Ear
Address: HARPER • B lissurrel. 
Public Notice.
Having reconsidered my former •
ment for Jailer of Christian county,
to the action of the Democratic
They will treat you fair and appre- through the &dolor of my 
man• tst
elate your patronage. Bourbon Whits- 
hereby antra« lne !tea an inde
ky, red or white, $1 50 to $4 00 per
candidate 
" t  above°Respectfully.
or 50c. per quart up. 
J. D. goo*
Free Lunch at all Hours.
TO THE LADIES
-OF-
Th City iii City.
I have just returned from the East
with all the Latest Designs. Have
also secured an assistant for my
CHEAP DIMMER,
Which will enable me to compete
with any house in the city.
Mrs, L. Nash.
LAND FOR SALE.
210 acres of land near Belleview
Hy., 110 acre* cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place has good im-
provements on it and is well-le tared.
Is situated in a good neighb. cod,
convenient to schools and chit. tea,
and is 21, miles from Gracey, a I.epot
on the I. A. & T., railroad. For
further particulars apply to,
no.6t1. W. T. WILLIAMSON,
Bauer Livery Feed & Sal:Stale
Beath Main Bt.. Hoolinewills.
7. Z.& . MICIPICS-24111. "Prop'x.
Buggies. Hacks. Driving and Saddle Horses
always ready. Horses and Mules bought and
. A commodious stock pen attached
Teams and drivers furnished tte emernerelal
travelers and others at any time. Provender
ef ad kinds for sale at Beton or in Bulk.
0.05
Buys choice of all our Winter Over
coats. We have them worth,
2250,20.00,17.50,
and all the way down. On all cheap-
er grades we will take
Off Former Prices,3
This is the chance oargain hunter's h
ave beeu
waiting for, and now you havd it. Th
is is posi-
tively the last cut, and first come 
first served.
In our Shoe Department beginning
 Fridh,y we
will for two weeks present to each 
purchaser of
our $2.50 Ladies Fine Button 
Shoes, a bottle of
Gilt Edge or French Luster Polis
h. This polish
sells everywhere for 25 cents and is
 the best made.
Our $2.50 Shoe is the best make on
 the continent,
and having been sold in Hopkinsville 
for years, it
s the reputation over any other 
shoe. We have
the exclusive sale of the above sho
e as on all the
other makes we carry.








The carousal swing Will be commenced at the 
clothing house of Pye,Dicken & Wall's
is now in operation and if you want
to spend a few delightful minutes
eall around and take a ride. It is
certainly the hantimomert swing ever
in the city and Mr. R. P. Stevens, the
proprietor, deserves the patronage of
the public. The swing is located on
the vacant lot on 6th St. next the
Episcopal church.
A CARD.
I beg to imform my friends and the
public generally that since retiring
from the firm of Randle & Ely I have
connected myself with the Garner
Drug Co., anti wish to extend many
thanks for past liberal pat ronagt• dur-
ing said short buitineote career as a
confectioner. I respectfully solicit a
share of your patronage in the new
business with which I am now con-
nected. Very Respectfully,
W. R. Eel'.
Call on Tom Greer at
his new saloon, next
door to A. G. Bowles,
7th St.
Dissolution Notice.
The firm of Randle & Ely has been
dissolved by mutual consent, Mr.
Ely retiring and Mr. J. B. Galbreath
is his successor in the business
which will be continued under the
firm name of W. F. Randle & ('o.
Mr. W. F. Randle will collect all
debts due the firm of Randle & Ely
aud will pay all claims against said
firm.
Messrs Randle and Galbreath are
too well-known in this community to
require any thing more than to say
to the good people that they are
ready to Nerve them at the mime odd
stand and will in a few days offer
some very cheap goods.
Respectfully,
RANDLE& ELY.
For fine wines. li-
quors & c, go to Tom
(*Tear's, 7th St.. next
door to A. G. Bowles.
' 1:414 r 
• 
- 44,1?•4 .
.• • 4-- • - 444,44. -
••••,•
,a -
On Thursday Jan. 16, 1890.
And what you and every other
 reasoning citizen of Christian Uouty
wants to know is how, where and 
when to buy the best goods for the
least money. We haxe been abl
e since starting in business in Hopkins-
ville. Ky., to give teis inforna
tion correctly, and do it without charge,
and if you will take the trouble 
to examine our prices below, or what is
more satisfactory, examine the 
goods, and get the prices, yow will be
convinced that we have no competi
tion in prices, when values'Cevon-
sidered our stock of
BOOTS z‘r SHOES
Are complete, and our prices are 
lower than ever before.
Fe w of Ell Bargains:
Boys' and Gents' Linen Collars, late
 style, this g000d only for
weeks
Gents' Linen Culls -
Scotch mixed underwear, medi
um weight, mans' sizes retail
for 50 cents - - - 
:
Whith cotton underwear, heavy 
weight, men's sizes
Camels Hair Underwear
Striped cotton underwear, extra
 heavy weight, worth 75c
All-wool red underwear, all sizes 
- -
All-wool striped underwear, retails 
everywhere for $1.25.
Your choice of any boys' overcoat, 








Mens' Suits From $4.00 Up.
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Our New Illnerated I
Catalogue of Patois. I
Dells. Vines. Shrubs.
Orme si•etai Trees,
Sisal Frusta. G re es
VIRAL Seeds etc.. will




Greenhouses: :10 scree. Address •
liANZ & NEWER, LOLWVILLF., \
Biller Wel Feed & SaleStable
7.
IN:with Main St., Hopkinswille.
Buggies. Hack& Driving and Saddle Ho
always ready. Horses and Males bought •
oom modious stdck pen attached.
Ten Ma and drivers furnished to commercial
travelers and others at any time Prov end.e
sr a.t ['ads for sale at Retail or in sulk.
-...lettaWl%
h \ e eve--.-;%,,
0 ..• -,....,,,:. ,issio, 0
'Nil%.....,
.0te7 - •LFrit -1. 4 A is 8 ,.Itrt. ,• . _to: 14 A
,..rorncr: Art-aw
mu.; 4,,p,
< Agf",.---•0.....4,;qk......trt.• .. e"14- :I's '.•-",#,,,:i4 tit
P,,,*
H. B. GARNER Agent.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
MatAgE STEAMIER,. Low Rafts.
?Our Tripe per Week Ilateraen
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Pvilesakey. Sault St. Warr. and Lake
aka= ar., tons.
Every Week Day Derereen
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
tipenr beery Tdee &ore ler. Jair. arra awl Ser.
Dar is nets Los
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR I LLLOSTRATI10 PA M T
area sad nzososisa Rieke. win be fu^nia4,.
by your TIMOR some. or rime.
WhifTGOMK G. P. A.. DITF-•
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OfScie with Judge MeCarroll, near cour
bonne, Ropionovine, Ke.
Will practice In the courts of Christian sad
addring counties.
attentioa paid to the collection 01
e I eTriVe7 deod& w tf
D. LeMINSON,
Attorney at Law.
tll practice In all the courts ot the COM-
monwealtts. Orem upstairs in ta• McDaniel
block.
Especial attei then plid to the collection of
claims. deoda.s.




(•XTZ2 WOoD. 0. It. BELL.
WOOD & BELL
Honeys At Law.
(Writ 11r. IX HOPPER BLOCK, CP mTAIRS
Wilt practise te elle courts of Christian
mad iset).•nthagatiaatiee. claw
DETECTIVES..trurri e.; rent art' . Itzperiere nutWeser, 'never, .oanty. users Varier
r • • • •11,1171tatattlirl 11 !Cam. • rt rrIm .
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Red Cross Diamond Brand.
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nn old •.-11-
profits quit.k tile fr. e rail/
opp srtnotty. tiro. A. Seat', 442 way, N. Y
Ascots an'ed to al n It perfect wl n-
sell Haile:so Clothes im %. ter line. Sample
Lines; no more swam. Hue tient by mall
clothes pins need- D N Q for 50e., also 50ft.
ed II oldS the I w line by mail tl.25
hear iust end li ne-treie prepaid. For ei r-
fabric.. without pit,. rtlitir,, price list,
l'Iot hes do not freeze terms address the
to it and cannot PINLINSCLOTHIS
blow off. Lisa CO.
IT Hermon St., Worcester, mai,.
MIK In/1-11 BOILING WATER.Epps,
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
0 0 0 A
MADE WITrl BOILING MILK.
DEAF•23.6,N.P.31.1eVerATIZ
betaltia_beseeterel erre all Illoaarlee SOL lier by F. KISCO&



































from the effects of youthful errors. eis
wrung weakness. lost manhood. etc., I win
a valuable treaties ( pealed. containing full
for borne cure. FREE of clients- A
medical work ; should be read by every
who is nervous and debilitated. Address.
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Remelting from Polly, Vice, Ignorance, Excesses or
Overtaxation, Enervating and unfitting tbe victim
for Work, Widnes& tbe Married Of Social Bela:Ion.
Arad unliklifal pretender& Poster thc crest
work. It marine Xi* pages, ro• sl bro. Beatnik:I
Miami, embossed, full 'It. l'r. e on!y 11.bi by
mail, putpaid, In plOn wrapper. 11:,:s-
Trative Prospectus Prete, if ) on a-lily now. '.i.,.e
chs:Inzuishel withor, Wm. II Parker M. D., re-
ceived the GOLD AND JEWELLED MEDAL
from the National Medical Arocintlea for
Ibis PRIZE RAMAT or NEL:NOUS and
PHYSICAL DESILITV.Dr.l'aritet end ar,,rp,
of Assistant Physic:ens may be consulted. confi-
dential:). by mail or In perm', at the Miles of
THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Balitorit 144.. Doren. Mane., to whom ad
criers for books or letters for advice should be
directed rebore.
- _ _ .
. - •
. ; ...-.1,,q1 ,Bur,,,,
. fillOi•,,i-A-4--- - .a.- r
V. - ; - .. Ar- !**- . . - . • •
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F. iki-N. a
Effective Combination.
'yeti hewn Tonic sod Nervily° is gaining
aa a cnre for Debility. Dyspep-
NERVOUS disorders. It relieves all
debilitatedand conditions at the sys.
OA intellect, bodily functions;Zsielltrentinend andup worn out Nerve* I aids digestion I ne
Mom impaired or last Vitality, sod Derr back
=t eireneth sod vigor. It is pleasant to theegalil red regularly braces the System apart
lasaapradas Mauro. of Malaria-
iriso-111.00 ger Bottle of 24 ounce&





, HON. JEFFERSON DAVIS.
,1Y
MRS. JEFFERON DAVIS.
TO BE SOLD OT SUBSCRIPTION ONLY,
The prospectus and complete outfit
for canvassing will be ready imme-
diately.
A eents wishigig desirable territory
on this great work will please ad-
dress, as soon as possible, the pub-
lishers,
BELFORD COMPANY,
18.= East 18th Street, NEW YORK.
Junius C. McDavitt.
DENTIST,
Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE, HY.
TAULBEE SH iT.
A SENSATIONAL SHOOTING A I
WASHINGTON FRIDAY
A F I ERNI KM
Charles Kincaid rut a Bullet itt the
Head of Ex.00ngreesman Tauitsee.
WASHINUTON, March I.-Chas. E.
Kincaid, correspondent of the Louis-
ville Times, shot ex-Repreiseutative
Taulbee of Kentucky, through the
head shortly after 2 o'clock, yester-
day afternoon.
About 1 o'clock, p. m., yesterday,
Mr. Kiucaid was standing at one of
the doors, leading to the Hall of the
House of Repreeentatives,
Taulbee stepped up and said:
"Sir, I want to see you."
"I have ito time to talk new," was
Mr. Kineani's reply, "as I am waiting
to see a member."
Taulbee, thereupon, caught Mr.
Kincaid by the collar and attempted
to pull his nose. Mr. Kincaid is a
very email Mali, while Taulbee is a
rix-toot athlete, resisted the beet he
could, at the same time warning Taul-
bee to leave him alone. Taulbee was
bent upon a fight. Before, however,
he could inflict any serious bodily
harm upon Mr. Kincaid, officers of
the House interfered.
A little later, perhaps about half an
hour, Kincaid and Talbee again met
in the lower part of the capitol, when
the quarrel was renewed. This
proved very serious and Mr. Kincaid
drew a pistol and shot Taulbee
through the left eye, inflicting a
wound which, at this writiug, is re-
garded as very dangerous.
Immediately after the rhooting Mr.
Kincaid gave himself up to the po-
lice.
Taulbee's condition is regarded as
very bad. He has been removed to
his home in East Washington.
When asked what led to the shoot-
ing, Mr. Kincaid said:
"'Taulbee haft been dogging me for
more than a year. I am almost
ashamed to acknowledge it, but he
has assaulted me six times. The fact
that I have au ill mother, whom I did
not wish to cauee trouble is the rea-
son why I did not resent his insults.
Every time I have met Taulbee for a
for a long time past be has insulted
me, and, as I said before, I could not
resent the insults because of my
mother."
A doorkeeper who was an eye wit-
'tees said: "When Taulbee first saw
M r. Kincaid he went ue to him and
isaid: 'I want to see you outside.'
To this Mr. Kincaid replied: 'I have
no time to talk with you now. I am
waiting to see Mr. Caruth.' . Then
Taulbee began a tirade of abuse and
pulled Kineaid's ear. The latter,
time and again, warned Taul-
bee to leave him alone say-
ing he did not desire trouble. Taul-
bee then gave birn a violent shove
against the door aud we separated
them."
The facts of the shooting are these:
About 2 o'clock Mr. Kincaid started
down to the House restaurant to get
a lunch. As he was descending the
stairs Taulbee met him and advanced
toward him in a threatening manner.
Kincaid again warned Taulbee off,
but the latter drew back his arm as if
to is.trike, when Kincaid fired with
the result as above stated.
THE .reueeee sceeleet..
The scandal which originated the
trouble between Kincaid and Taulbee
occurred about two years ago. Taul-
bee was then in Congress. He was
in the habit of calling at the Patent
Office Department every afternoon.
This caused some curiosity and up-
on one of the clerks watching him
one day it was discovered that Taul-
bee and one of the female clerks
were in the habit of taking themselves
to a sequestered nook among the
model cases and then indulging in
love scenes that were rather warmer
than they were proper.
The facts were given to Kincaid
and he published them. The clerk
was discharged from the Patent Office
and Taulbee, who is a married man,
was somewhat disgraced. The fact
that he had been • Methodist preach-




Wm. Preston Taulbee, of Salyers-
vine, was born in Morgan county,
Ky., October 22d, 1851; was educated
in private country 'school', studied
f6r the nuinIstry from 1875 to 1878, and
for the law from 1878 to 18M, was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1881, was elected
Clerk of Magoffin Counfy Court in
1878, re-elected in le82, and was elect-
ed to the Forty-ninth Congress as a
Democrat, receiving 16,184 votes
against 13,8t48 votes for A. J. Auxier,
Republican, succeeded John D.
White as Representative of the Tenth
district. He was afterwards re-elected
over Hurst, Republican. After serv-
ing two terms he retired and has been
practicing law in Washington.
sick-rex OF KINCAID.
"Charley" Kincaid has for several
years been the Times cotrespoudent
at Washington, and his lively and
gossipy communic.itions have been
more widely read and copied perhaps
than those of any other newspaper
man at the capital. He is extremely
popular with his fellow-journalists,
beiug a pleasant and happy talker
and a man of wit and many ideas.
He was born and reared near
iu this state, and is a niember
of the oldest and best families in the
Commonwealth. He graduated from
Center College,afterward studied law,
was Police Judge of Lawrenceburg,
and became quite a politician.
George Washington Higgins.
"Peri. Kentucioarel
At Tiffin, Ohio, a 12 pound son was.
born to Mr. and Mrs. Higgins. This
son is remarkable, being the 22e1 child
of his mother, beteg; boru on the •2211
of February, and of course has been
named iu honer of the father of his
country.
J. W. Raymond, patter Presbyter-
ian chutch at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture', wil-
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing ue ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists
A Growing induacry.
Messrs. Rice & Co., the wide-awake
and enterprising tobacco manufac-
turers, in order to meet the constant-
ly increasing shentaud for their veil
rious brands of ;tobacco, are placing
in their factory in extensive plant of
the best and latest improved by-
dzsulic power machinery. This will
igtve.them largely increased facilities
for file manufacture of plug tobacco,
and will make their establishment
one of the very beet equipped manu-
factories of its size in the State. They
expect to Pastime operations within a
few days Mid commence filling their
numerous orders from various sec-
tions of this and other States. They
manufacture most excellent brands
of both chewing and smoking tobacco
and it is not at all surprising that
there is such a growing demand for
the products of their factory. Their
business would be still more lucrative
if it were not for high freight rates.
In an interview with a representative
of the New ERA on this subject, the
senior member of the firm, Mr. Rice,
said: "Yes, the freight rates are
against us, but we hope to obtain, in
the near future, a better rate to points
South and West. Our trade is fast de-
veloping into a wholesale business,
which makes freight rates* very im-
portant item."
NEN I IMENT DYING.
A Cynical Contributor HI The New Era
Disenatiee Its Decay.
"Is sentiment in sense of a roman-
tic affect ion bet ,,t.een he sexes dying
nut?" This is a questiou asked ape a
few days ago by a very intelligent
young lady. Not feeling competent
to answer the question at the time, I
evaded it, but since then I have fol-
lowed out the train of thought it
awakened and have come to the con-
clusion that romance is dead and sen-
timent a thing of the past. They have
no place in this utilitariau age. The
practical has superseded the imagin-
ative and the clink of the dollar ham
driven out all memory of the toitiliti-
gingers with their nongs of love, and
the troubadour, who with his tales of
daring and his stories of rescues of
maiden fair by gallant knight, was
vveleome guest in baron's hall and la-
dy's bower, has degetiereted into vile
a and vulgar eaupaign sonneteer.
Chivalry and romance are terms;
ineeparably blended, one cannot be
mentioned witheut suggesting the
other. Who ean think of the knight
armed capa-pie, and ready for the
jouet but that the favor of his lady is
visible to the mind's eye upon his
helm'."They priest el out the gates of
time band in hand but left an imprem-
eion upon the mind of mankind that
lingers to this day but grows fainter
with each succeeding year. The rea-
son is as I have already mentioned;
the imagination is appealed to less
and less each day and as a conse-
quence becomes each day feebler.
Another reason, perhaps, is that the
actualities of to-day have far sur-
passed the imagieings of ages goue.
We know so much that the field of en-
larged knowledge has absolutely con
erected the scope where imagination
was wont to run riot. Even what
was deemed ten years ago an huagin-
ative dream has come true. Jules
Verne's wonderful vessel that made
twenty thousand leagues under the
sea, has been realized by a Soothe'
inventor who has made a boat which
travels as well beneath as upon the
water. .
But tins is a digression. ; My pre-
mise was that love, romance, senti-
ment, using the terms interchange-
ably and deftning them as in the be
ginuiug, is6passe, in other words has
played out. I will not attempt an
analysis of love here, taking it for
greeted that every one knows pre-
cieely what I mean. If they do not,
it is their fault, not mine, and I re-
fer them to Webster. But my posi-
tion is that every year marriage be-
comes more and more a matter of
business and to be looked at as a pure-
ly business transaction in which the
pro. eed cons are weighed with the
care and ealm consideration of any
other matter of business in which
one proposes to embark. Financial
condition, social position, physical
health, personal attractions and men-
tal endowments are all !summed up
on both sides as a bo6kkeeper cants
up his accounts and strikes a balence.
If there is a shortage either way it
must be made good or the trade is off,
unless one or either party conclude to
make concessions.
To a person imbued with the. ro-
mantic ideas imbihed ru novels,
all this will appear cold-blooded and
brutal, almost heretical, but it is _the
plain, unvarnished truth, and if they
refuse to recognize it as such it is on-
ly beeause they deliberately and per-
versely shut their eyes. I am not
writing to pleaae any one's peculiar
fancy or to strengthen any precon-
ceived ideas, but only giving
facts as I find them, and it is a fact
that marriage is becoming more and
more a partnership each year, to con-
tinue through life orSieverable at the
option of either party upon the hap-
pening of eertain contingencies with
an equal division of the proceeds ac-
quired during the partnership exis-
tence.
It is very pretty to read of the
Spanish cavalier playing the gui
tar beneath his senorita's window and
casting himself at her feet in a frenzy
of rapturous love when she grants
him a secret interview, or by the In-
dian who wraps himself up in his
blanket and lies down before the
door of the wigwam where lies the
ideal of his heart to see if she will
come out and feed him, in which
event he knows he is accepted, or let
him lie unnoticed until drawn away
by hunger, which means she will
none of him. It is all very pretty I
say, and very romantic, but people in
this age hay u't the time to fool away
on romance. To be romantic requires
a great deal of time, and time and
money being now almost sly nononiouli
termieit may be inferred that romence
costs too much. "The game is not
worth the candle."
I do not propose to broach the
now threadbare goestion, "is mar-
riage a failure? or does the tendency
of modern institutions serve to make
complete that which has been from
the beginning, a partial failure?" I
believe that there is as much happi-
ness in married life now as there was
in time past, notwithstanding that we
look upon marriage more from a
business standpoint than did our an-
cestors. I can't understand why in
this matter, one of the most itnpor-
taut in life, the exercise of the judg-
ment and foresight which character-
izes our every day actions should be
decried as improper, and that ha
choosing a wife and a husband dis-
cretion be relegated to the weak and
blind impulse of sentimental fancy
placed in the seat of judgment.
I do not go to the point of thinking
that in all cases parents should make
selections of elighble huebands and
wives for their PODS and daughters
and conduct all the preliminary ar-
raugements, as in some countries, but
there are many instances in which
suet' a course would be both proper
and advisable, as in carte of youthful
marriages where the parties, though
physically Melt and women, are men
tally children. The true basis of men-
tal happiness is sincere respect, no
woman should ever marry a man
whom she does not sincerely respect,
and no man should marry a woman
not pesseesed of those qualities which
inspire the same feeling; with this as
a foundation, affection, which always
and of necessity follows the contin-
ued and intimate association of two
people who mutually respect one on-
other, will come. Fancy is often mis-
taken for love but is of all things the
most inconsistent. It is an unsafe
guide, a will o' the wisp, which in a
majority of instances leads its follow-
ere inlet a quagmire. Sometimes it
leads aright but that liv the exception.
Respect, however, anti the affection
butted upon it, is the steady beacon
light, as the light of the unquenchable
lamp in an ancient tomb within
whose radiance no evil thing might
come. Fancy is like the tented°, vio-
lent but short; the love based upon
affection is the gentle trade wind, per-
manent, productive, bearing com-
merce upon its wings and blessing all
it breathes upon.
Another reason for the decline of
romance is the tendency of this age
to turn everything into ridicule. Ro-
mance melts away before the breath
of ridicule as mist before the sun.
"Cervantes sneered Spain's chivalry
away." He struck a death-blow to
all the high-flown, hyperbolical ro-
mances which formed the current
literature of his country at that time,
and the modern humoris7, following
in his tracka,haa continued to aim his
shafts of wit and ridicule at the same
.j...•t IIIP • . f u.tie y..utli
even this late tiny .w hiss brains
out through dempernt Ion caused by
unrequited love, but the igewripapers
write him down as a jackass.. and uo
trouble our crystalize.; his artier MO)
itionortml verete end hold.. him up to
future Kees as a model lover. It ie
well. "'The ol t order chatigeth,
yielding plaee to new," and upon the
grave of mentitnent and romance
common sense now stands. The lot. -
er of the past with his
"Worui ballad.
Br •nt bed to Ilia mistress' eyebrow,"
is the businese man of to-day who
says briskly, "Suppose we unite our
fortunee by inereseing the capital. I
think we call make 2.5 per vetit. Your
shim. shall lie paid premptly." 'the ;
• I el erne. nt Ilk.- s Worn* the bu
Feed on her damask cheek,"
has changed into the chipiser damsel
who etipulittete for a marriage sie•
ment anti a carriage.
l',1.•.1•11111;: 11.
Of health soil strength reeeve
11 11.1 of ease and count srt follows the
lire Of Spill, f• 448, as It -
hirniony with lettere to ettectually
e the systeili when eostive or
bilious. For Pale in 50c and fl.uu
bottles by all leading druggists.
- --es Ass-
he Storm at Beverly.
BEVERLY, KY., Feb. e8.-Mr. H.
Cayce, who has been quite ill with
pneumonia, is con valeecing.
Mrs. E. H. Watt Is visiting Mr. P.
A. Watkins' family. Mrs Watt isone
of the oldest residents of Hopkins-
ville, being eighty odd years of age,
and still hale and hearty.
A severe storm Passed through this
section on the 25th inst. Mr. P. A.
Watkins had three barns, which were
blown completely down. His tobac-
co was in bulks, and fortunately it
was not damaged much. Mrs. J. N.
Johneon lost all of her outbuildings,
her reaper and binder were blown
about a hundred yards away front the
shed which they were tinder. Mr.
Wm. Weet Was ill Mrs. J's barn for
protection from this rain, and he re-
ceived some painful, but not fatal in-
juries. Ambrose Watkins, a eolored
man, was aleo in the barn and receiv-
ed esonie heavy blows from the falling
timbers.
The e'n roof was blown from Locust
Grove Church, hewer' and trees may
now be seen scattered in every direc-
tion.
One of R. T. Word's barns was also
destroyed by the winds. (teosrett.
EXTRACTED HONEY.
Dee Keeping Revolutionised by the Mov-
able Comb Hive and Extractor.
In a prize eesay written by W. T. F.
Petty for The American Bee Journal oc-
curs the following statement concerning
extracted honey which can hardly fail
to be of interest to apiarists.
Extracted honey is honey in its purest
condition, exactly as gathered and rip-
ened by the bees, without the admixture
of any foreign matter. In this latter
particular it differs from the strained
honey of a few years ago, which waa ob-
tained by crushing thecombs. By means
of the movable comb hive and the ex-
tractor bee keeping has been revolution-
ized. The application of these inven-
tions to the production of extracted
honey, though differing in some minor
lentils with different apiarists, is about
as follows:
The bees are obliged to build their
maths in movable frames, which may be
removed from the hive without injury
to combs or bees. These combs, when
filled with honey and sealed over by the
bees, are taken from the hire, the adher-
ing bees brushed off and the combs taken
to tile extracting room. For this room
the necesetry appEances are an extractor,
an uncapping knife. nncapping table, can
for pouring the newly extracted honey
into, and. lastlyethe receptacles in which
it is to be placed upon the market.
The frame of comb to be extracted is
taken by the operator, the upper end be-
ing held by his.left hand, while the lower
end ruits on the uncapping table: with
the uncapping knife in his right hand, he
begins at the krwer end of the comb and
cute off the campings of the sealed cells.
leaving the honey expoeed. The cap-
pings th us cutioff drop into a sieve, which
is beneath the center of the uncapping
table. The top of this table should be
covered with tin and made to drain into
the sieve. under which; is a vessel for
catching the drippings. The comb, be-
ing uncapped on.both sides, is placed into
the extrateor, which is a machine for
separating the honey from the comb by
means of centrifugal force. This force
and its mode of actionsare best illustrated
by taking the familiar ...sae of-the grind-
stone.
The honey extracter•is so constructed
that the foree, which causes the drops
of water to fly from the stone-in the
ca.se of the grindstone- -causes the liquid
honey. in the case of the extractor, to
to be thrown from the evils of th,ecombe
As commonly made. the extractor ie
a large can in which is a revolving
basket, or frame, made of coarse wire
cloth, the axis of revoLution being ver-
tical. This axis is so geared with cog
wheels that for each revolution of a
tunied by the hand, the basket
will make about five resvolutions.
Concrete Moors for Stable*.
With a concrete floor in a basement
where horses or cows are stabled all the
liquid manure may be e.astily leaved. The
floor under the antrnalm may be made of
pine or hemlock plank, matched and
grooved. andinclining toward the gutter
in the rear. The cement should be the
Resendale grade on a groundwork of
gravel where drainage is provided, and
this overlaid by the beet Portland cement
for additional hardnese. If a eement
floor is to last-long it must be protected
from.severedreezing.
A Home Made Corn Sheller.
This is tyimply the use of a bar of iron
laid acroas a box. . The box is niado of a
convenient height to sit upon, say twelve
or fourteen inches. and is eighteen by
thirty inches square. Thar size will hold
over two bushels.
The bar of iron tor, better, of steel)
should be three-quarters by one-quarter
of an inch in size, and a little longer than
the box Put a taaple sufficiently large
to admit the bar into the middle of the
upper edige of one eral of the box, and
cut a notch the size of the bar in the
-
• COEN SHELLER.
other end. Put in the bar, puto piecteof
hoard arena the notched end for a seat
and go ahead with your shelling. Both
hands are used in the operation. the left
clasped tightly around the bar between
the legs of the operator, while the ear is
drawn apward by the right hand, the
fingers of the left holding it firmly
against the bar, and slightly pushing it
upward. Shell two-thirds of the small
end first. then turn and shell the butt.
Two bushels of our small own can be
easily shelled in an hour, after getting a
little accustomed to the nianksulation.
We.preeent a.aketch of the box. and bar.
What Others Ray.
Ohio Farmer declaree that it. ie a waate
ef cash product to feed a calf whole
milk after its rennet stomach cisme:es so
a.s to call for aniiti food, and it is a mis-
take to so feed it after it is We days eld.
It considers warm skimmed milk and a
little oatmeal much better.
C. Dudley. of Kentucky. says: The
value of lime in tbe poultry yard came:it
be oveeestimated; experience teaches
that tbere is nothing-more effectime aeon
Insect destroyer than a thick coating of
whitewash made-of fresielimetand art in-
fusion of crudeecarbolie acid. Cleanse
the houae thoroughly before applying.
and cover•Teirrachassible portion of the
woodwork. especially the perches end
the sills on which they rest- A genere as
ftunlgation.of uulphur and tobaoco is also
advantageous.
An old fanner asserts that manure
made in the winter should be spread as
it is madeon the land where it is to be
used. It elea boateibundantly proved by
practice thnt manure is never werth
more thanat.in. the day it is made. Noth-
ing is added to it, but usually much ie
104 from it- by lapse of time. Except on
steeply sterile g grearee, the manure is
nate from an danger of loss, and is put




Speaker Reed !helm...-. Himself Afraid
to gio to itturio •
He ie Areured bat jibe Meru ken.
picky His Grave Will toe Kept
Green.
W. ASH I NOTON, D. C., March 3.-
Friday aftereoon Speaker Reed
showed Representative Stewart, of
ermont, a letter (treble ug the invi-
te' et the Blue Grass Club, of
Lotiirville, and Mr Stee art gave the
coteente of tile leller to several col-
leagues thenigh reaelied the
press 'The letter reads lls 11111 i‘ce:
Office of Sergeant at-Arnie, liouse
of Representatives, Watiliingeni, D.
C., Feli. 2fs.-Dear Sir. Carlini: I
shall not accei.t the in vi ten-
urr-ti me by the Blue 4.1 A141 Club.
e reeeee I indite.
that Jay F. Durham Is Pie-edeu!
Now, hay F. Darnell' emote-ea
the late "disturbalice" ll they
hail me in Ken:tells v thee %voile!
me. Knowing the no I ibirlialit to
a joUrtialial, his decittrisLutin t me
import ebnoluee verity. de me a ielt
to be killed, eepeciaby ie hitenucky,
where suet eVell/ IOU 11!,•!1 I LI WI I
to al tract til trillion. Fur a eeutl luau
to the aliyuliere is, of sourer, gain,..
but I think I call imike more by dying
later and eirewhere. Very truly,
1'. B. Reim.
A diets:deli front Louisville states
that the tediewieg letter was tient
from there last night to Representa-
'tive Camel', of Kentucky, by Jay F.
Durham, Preeident of the Blue (tress
club, et Louisville, in reply to Speak-
er Reed's letter, declining to attend
the club's tied dinner, ha which lie
gave as his reason fears, of being kill-
ed:
Hon. Aeher G. Caruth, House of
Representativer, Washington, D. C.:
Your telegram antiouncing Speaker
Iteetl'is declination to attend the Blue
Grass shinier has been received. The
Speaker's letter to you, isent out by
th Preps Associationr, has, I think,
been read. Meer eay to tee Speaker
that every assurance will be given
him that Ile will be given him that he
will not he killed on his first visit,
though in case he should decide to
rite out here, special attention would
be paid by the entire menutserahip of
the club to keep his gravegreen. This
can easily be done by burying hill)
beneath the blue grass. As the club
has a code of rules fee its government,
Whiele is iu harmony %Rh general
parliumentery lae• and the (201)1461u-
tion of the United Stater., it 'night be
that these are the facts which have
deterred hen from accepting.
Diefranchited Denteserarie •
It is a part of the revolueonary
scheme inaugurated by the eleetion
of Reed to the speakership, to per-
pettiate Republie2111 power by Con-
greseional enactnient. The inerease
in the Demorratie vote of the coun-
try niekere it neeereary for the Re-
publicans to take some desperate step
to prevent a tidel wave of Democratic
succees in the elections of this year
and of le92. One method of defeat-
ing the Dernoendic majority of the
e • . , has alrendy been dim-dosed in
tile birs prepared 1.y Seeaker Reed,
nuti introduced in both Houses by
Re-prem.-row ve Wiek ham awl Sena-
.or Ifear, repectively these bills pro-
hibit State Legislatures from chang-
ing the Coegreseienal Districts as
they now exiet until after the appor-
tionuient under the new census shall
have been made. In every Northern
State where the Repuldicans have
held power continuously in the Leg-
ielative branch for a considerable
number of years, Democrats; have
been di...franchised, and are still din-
franchimed, by the gerrymander of
Republican Legisletures. The ex-
tent or the int trage ie apparent from
the following figures, compiled from
officiel data by a correepondeat of the
New York M'orld:
"In the Congressional election of
ialsimine folios ing Northern States cast
votes foreanditiatee for Repreeenta-
:Ives of the tee great political parties
as fellows:
Reveille Demo-
States bean vote. eratic vette.





























"The 3,385,3910 Itepubliesti votes
eh etc(' 126 Reptibliean Congressmen.
This Was AD average ef not quite 1,1,-
000 votes per Cimgressmate
"The 3,074„165 Democratic votes
elected only 47 Congremsman. l'his
was au &venom of 6.S.V.04 votes per
Congreesman."
I will be obrerved that the States
here enumerated *sleet 173 members of
Congress, or ten more than a major
ity of the total memberehip of :lie
House. Tito object of the Wickham-
Hoar Bill is to leave this seetiation
undieturbed. It is in perfect har-
mony with the etstire of justice of that
pretentious moralist Peckeniff Hoar
to give 26,900 Republican voters a
Representative and require 6.5,408
Democratic ballots to breast to secure
a Dentoeratic Reprementative. If the
Republican's van only perpetuate a
mituation while' requires; times as
many Detimerato as Republicans to
elect a Reprementative in Congress,
the Republiean leaders feel that
they have done the country a service
because they sincerely believe that
the Republican party is the country.
-Evansville Courier.
John Quarles, (col.) wan mime at
tlarrettsburg Saturday, loy Harvey
Waldeu. The diffletilty grew out of
a bet between Walden and a negro
mauled Grant Bell. Quarles took
Itell's part in the quarrel and persited
Walden, who was endeavoring to es-
t-ripe. He ignored Walden's cone
nand to halt, and as a consequence
r et•eived a bullet in the bievels. The
a mina is slight, though very painful.
o arrests have yet been made.
1:1131 AND GARDEN.
SUGGESTIONS AND EXPERIENCES OF
oALUE TO WIDE AWAKE FARMERS.
- --
•n Illustrated Description of an A ppl lances
for Fast.. • c Barb M ire Fence Gate.
Est.-acted Hone) -Ita Production Clev-
erly !Dern bc.d.
The applivation for fastening a barb
wire gate without pulling one's anus and
tearing their clothes into shreds is de-
'cted in the cats here reproduced from,
Will .1111 1 real fe.
pal -BARB wIRE OATE.
In stretching your sire, lei it rue '
&cress the opening where the gate is
vieinteel. Staple it fast to the gate poste
with extra lung staples. Set your braces
as usual. then cut off the wires at post
just tatteide of staples. Staple the gate
wires; 2x2 inch entree, with an oak
2x3 int It piece, B, at end of wires,
with a small notch cet at upper end.
Now eut two pieces of No. 16 plain wire,
48 inches long; fa.sten one to the bottom
of the poet, A, for !esteem loop. Make
a ring of the other. and with a staple
fasten it to the top of stake, B. Cut a
piere of oak scantling 2x4, 40 inches
long; cut a notch .1 inch deep, 2 inches
front one end. Bore a I inch hole
through the 2 inch way. 14 inches from
time notch. Bore a similar hole through
post A, 11 inches from tite top, from
outside te versa.
FIG. 2- b. WIRE FENCE OATE.
Belt the piec of 2x4 on the outside of
post. with the notched side away from the
gate. Run a piece of wire around the
post and 2x4. and fasten with a staple on
the outside ef the post about two inches
above the end of the 2x4 piece. When clos-
ing your gate, set the lower end of stake
(B) in loop (C) and draw the upper end
tight. Lower the tipper end of leverias
in Fig. 1) so that ring (D) will pass eueily
ever into notch. Straighten it up to its
place, and fasten with wire at bottom.
-----
Salt for Pregnant Animals.
Pregnant animals may safely be al-
lowed free access to rock salt. previded
there has been no deprivation for a long
period previously. It ie vere rare that
animals take too touch of anything-food
or water-unke.s there has been a long
period during which maugial of which
they are fond or that is necessary to
them has been withheld. Salt is an es-
sential constituent of the blood, end salt
hunger may lea.i to excess when the ani-
mal is suddenly permitted an opportu-
nity of supple:Mg its lack; but given
free access no more will be taken than
is necessary to satisfy its wants.
Many of thtecom mon fedders on which
&emetic aniinals are fed contain only a
etuall proportion of salt. On sonic farms
it is lacking in time soil. and the food
stuffs grown on them must of necessity
be deficient, therefore the importance of
a constant supply should not be over-
looked. Rock salt to lick is better that
a fixed quantity, mixed with the food,
unless it is given medicinally, as in caries
of "rot" in sheep, or worms in any ani-
mal, because it is possible that more may
be supplied than is necessary when the
animal is forced to take it or refuse the
feeel. Salt is a constituent of miik. and,
if not given to the cow, it must be drawn
from t 'tat etored in her blood and tissues.
There can, therefore, be no serious de-
privation without injury. and if the food
does not contain it in sufficient quantity
it should be artificially supplied. The
amount may be safely left to the cow.
A Drier Chapter on stee,e.
A brood sow should lieve fete:: tough
bones. An all corn rat'e. will not pro-
duce them. Profeee .• Henry demon-
strate,' that a corn eiade bone is much
more easiiv broken than those grown
front a mixed ratiou-a ration strung in
albuminoids. In selecting breeding
stock we wcult1 always want to know
whether they are from a family noted
for fertility. This is an inherited quality
and cannot be•too well totablished. Like
all valuable qualities in any domestic
tnimal. it is easily lost by bad manage-
tient. IL is.aleuelesirable that the par-
int etoek be-of a 'quiet dispoeition and
hem inperament.
The Jterey red sows are noted as pro-
laic breeders. probably more so than any
other breed. and the genuine article in
les original home in New Jersey a-ill feed
to as large as any other breed.
Vnfortunately their beauty, or. rather.
itck id' it, has never recommended them
er the masses of ;swine growers.
Young Orchards.
For at leatst three years cultivate the
young orchard. We have often said that
if you •lesire to grow a crop et apples
you must give the crop something of the
care you give to other crops. aVe have
seen orchards planted in a grazes field and
left to grow while the 1,-roundewas occu-
pied by the grass. We never saw a good
orcharil grown in drat way. however.
Plant the young orchard in some crop
that will not shade the trees or prereat a
full :supply of moisture.
';; •;:1;., •
See
BRING JUNIOR STEEL BINDER. I
KING OF THE HARVEST FIELD.
•••••••••
Work - eotly on Raugh, Una% on nrourvt -Score Others do not.
-^fcctiy in Tall. eleavy Ceain. -aorne Others do not.
- - Porfactly in Light. Chort Craln.-Some Others do not.
Porfectlyln Badly Lodged Ora I n .-Some Others do not.
St roil,- r,ant pl,tt CAXIIKTUCt Ion, Idghttat Brett Genateet Durabdity. Most Easily
Managed. 1.ICF. %I' I NI ROVICHENT,1 for leen place It farther than ever in the lead of pre
tenda valA40 RT M ENT OP GRAIN AND G R AlItti-COTTI NO NACHINZIRT is made nom-
- plots. a It h
'OUT VF15:1-Each tile Leader in Its ClassD ER let.
Our DEERING LINDER TWINE made by ourselves Is the best In the worid. We are
the only Harverter Manufacturers who adopt:es this nractiosl Method of protecting farrier
against poor Twins.
Apply Molar •tearest agent for Illustrated Catalogue and Pull Information by write
(Meet to WM. DEERINC & CO., Chicago.
For the llll rtietslial Club.
Hopkinsville has au organization
known am the Commercial l'lub. It
numbers among its members many of
the meet influential and energetic
business men of the eity. Every
profession and every branch of busi-
ness is represented in its membership.
Its objet•t is to advance the interests
of Hopkineville in any and every
legitimate way. It has a very cred-
itable history behind it, the find e ir
of its existence, promising it career of
Lusefulness to this city. Of late, hoe -
ever, btit little ham been heard eif the
Commercial Club.
If there ever ens a time when the
city stood in need of its aid and ae-
sistance it ie now. Our rivals are
alert and active, and orgauized ellisrt 14
are being made by hem to capture
those reeking home and Meatiest's for
profitable. inveetnients. Cities with
not half the nntural advantage er the
pretentious of HoptLinsville are at-
tracting the netted'  of capitaiisits
and manufaeturers eolely lore/Mist.
their i•itizens are Wilted ill acommon
cause and do not permit their aims to
by defeated by seltbohnese, petty
jealousies anti strifes. Every paper
piek up not the fact that some
Northern factory is to be removed to
a Southern town where its facilities
a•ill be increiteed and its operation
encouraged. lusignificant little places
in Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia
are offering much inducements; that
manufacturers cannot atthrd to ignore
them. Mountain villages in Eastern
ritual:IT COURT.
--
flee Graiel Jur) Empameed and Re-
ceives. ehe 5.4 Purl Iirtrtact ion°.
The March term of the Chrietian
Circuit Court wan formally opened
this morning with Judge John It.
(freer upon the bent+. A large U ni-
her of citizen', from the country were
in the court morn.
An usual on the opening day, the
only burliness of importance trans-
acted was empatielling the Grand
Jury, and delivering the ellarge.
Judge Grace's inetructions were
clear aud concise. He outlined the
duties of the Jury and defined their
position with relation to the people
and the violators. of the laws. After
the charge court adjourned to 0 Welt .ek
to-morrow morning. The Grand Ju-
ry is composed of the following well-
known citizens, whose. names are ruf-
ficient guarantee that the law will be
upheld: Alex Campbell, John G.
Kentucky are advertising advantagesFritz, Peter Morgan, John Martin,
c. which do not approach our own andP. J. (Base, Adam Robertson, 0
m. offering inducements which we couldBrasher, W. H. Sizemore,
discouut. As a cousequence they areQuarles, Chattels Harrison, Ira Ellis,
spreading rapidly into prominenceWatt Sumniere, D. E. Feeler, J. H.
land growing in commercial import-Boyd, J. Boyd, and J. W. Lyle.
ance. The tide of immigration aud
How at Garrettaburg. capital is moving sauthward and
other cities are dal lin tug their ehare
of the wealth which it carries, while
we are expecting it to knock at our
doors for admittattee. It will not do
'I he rivalry ise tee strong and u ideas
this. There is, too much competition.
reap any of the profit.
we enter the race we cannot expect to
Let the Commereial Club get a Selling Tobaccomove ou it and elms • world that I
ittp.cial Attention Paid to Sampling
eiBERAL ADVANCES MADC CoNSIGNMENT.
n T'" s ' i ) ;, "at ;, i .,,, , a n
4 lir,' 'tit' til WillAY Y2 d Lill El 6
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver de Harris,
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - - - KENTUCKY
The following brands kept : Darter County and
E. W. Worshana's Peerless; Hill • Winstepoi's ttlik
Velvet Roberts's/a Connor Corn Wb laity ; A nderson
Connty Whisky; White corn Whisky; Raab (inns
writ' Haab Union County Whisky and Tennessee
W h Witte&










B.-Enelose Postal, Moey Order or Casks
with your arder.
W. G. WHITLER. W. II. FAXON, Rook-Keeper. Ione N. MILLa.
"'OCT E=T-e 2seC IlaT-15 as CO..
T0h1C30 hind, Cullistin Illerdants & Grail Dc3lert.
SEVENTH AND RAILROAD STREETA. HOPKINtIVILLE, KY.
Liberal advances made on consignments. All tobacco sent ns covered by insurance.
ELECTII[CITiom\'THE VITAL FORCE
THE 'NM.; TIDO.
MEMIIATMLIC 7:117 MCONT, M. D.
This is a New and Masterly Medical Treaties, and Indispensable to every vogue, MIDDLE.AGED. mid OLD MAN who is suffering from Weakness. Languor, Loss of Memory. Berfaress,
Dept...ion of Spirits, Liver Complart, Direr. of Me Kidney., and all dowser dependent ere
Accident, Excesses, Folly, VIce, Ignorance, Nervor Debility, Vital Exhaustion, arid
THE ERRORS oFYOUTH AND MANHOOD.
t, -mini in leather, full silt. Price, only one dollar, by mail, sealed in plain wrapper, postpaid,
GrINFIDENTIAL. Address HkkaY Du Now?, D , No. MI Columbus Avenue, or P. 0 Rol
Boston, Mrs. Prefatory lemony with numerous testimonials from high sourer. free to all.
l 8 *Le ('• '` EL EGT RO. MEDI GO PHYSIOLOGY ever published, and are:newly templet.
and perfect. It is int aluatile aff..mted, as It roaches the very roots and rites. of dears.
For all Dieenses of Men: by the distinguished author
,EXPERTHOMETREATMENT , ti.t,A DOSITIVE-
II r,. Kr De 14,,ST, M. II., who has olecovgago
BENCE OF MANHOOD. mar b. cosoultefi in 1- CURE.THE ELIXIR OF LoFE AND THE TRUE Eill-sfrictectos,,Sionne.laperecatorl.y ictter,et IA. Electro-Nitylicultd,:i...tr:, ,N0 lls1CuturalAis k V ,liOal...n., Maar,
"II HEARD A VOICE/ IT SAID, "COME AND SEC' "
Fulton Avenue Brewery
EVANSVILLE, LID.,
LA1111 AND EXPORT BEER.
Maxie from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Stridtly Pure
DICK MORRIS, Ag't, Hopkinsville,
Kept in (:)Jantitiers on Ice and Can be Furnish'
ed on Short Notice.
BRYANT 86 STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE





Virginia Street, Between 8th and eth, Hopkinsville, Ky.
We will duplicate any monumental work put up In Chriattun county by soy :cosigndealer and diarount their price from lb to 2.5 per cent
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE
N 1 NTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Sate horees a7:1 elegant turnouts. Patronage of commercial travelus
solicited.
firA Imo orders taken for coal.
HERNDON & MAJOR,




Solicits the patronage of planterm and dealers everywhere. Liberal et- Os
ativences made en tobaceo in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All toliac-t.o itieured ef•ile in store unless writtei instructions not 'to insure. Markall tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
I Fr
t
THE, CS/ T "tYSMADE ONLY ay '4" vo• 544 IN tH'EWORLDco.A. cButigco.PITTSBURGH.PA.
liopkinsville soutetieug of a city
T. R. Heeent '. R. HaLLUtim. J. T. EDWARDS. W.I. Fassza
Hancock,Hallums & Co.,
GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE












W. J. Ely, Book-Keeper.
